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A Weekly Newspaper, Published by the Students of Ithaca College 
.'ol. 41, No. 16 
l.Co To Build New Dorms 
Despite Polikay's Denial 
by Jean Stillitano 
Despite Emile Polikay's denial "We ar~ still in the proposal 
n last w·eek's Ithacan, that "as of stage," said Farinella. "We are 
1et we have not received any investigating new trends in dor-
ilans for new dormitories," Mr. mitory designing and are trying 
'au! Farinella, Vice President of to decide whether this campus 
3usiness and Finance, announced needs apartment-like units with 
his week that the building of kitchen facilities, or more lower 
1ew dormitories "is not just a quad or terrace units." He 
·umor, we are actively engaged added that the Dean of Students 
n trying to establish financing and the Director of Housing are 
md plans for new dorms on actively involved in the planning. 
:ampus." Farinella noted that Nobody however has received any 
.he building of new dormitories official notification yet. Once the 
.vas definitely approved by the design requirements are estab-
aoard of Trustees and an archi- lished by the present college 
:ect is presently gathering infor- architect, the job will be given 
nation on style, type, and ioca- over to a regular architect, pre-
tion of the new housing units. ferably Tom Canfield, a profes-
There are no definite plans. sional on the Cornell staff who 
'We are doing this on a sketch designed most of the I.C. ca~pus. 
iasis," said Farinella. However, Dean John Brown added, "The 
Danny Karson, President of Stu- indications are indeed that a new 
ient Congress, was notified be- dorm will be built." It was ap-
fore Christmas vacation to select proved by the Board last Spring 
three student representatives for and I.C, is presently waiting to 
,tudent suggestions about the hear from the appropriate fund-
buildings. ing agency, Dean Brown said. 
iScampers 
'69 
A Photo Essay 
by 
Barb Goldberg 
Ithaca, New York, Friday, January 31, 1969 
The Hello People - In Concert Tonight 
Concert: by The Hello People 
Will Mark Beginning Tonight 
Of '69 Winter Weekend 
The Hello People will be 
featured in concert tonight at 
7:30 p.m. in Ben Light Gym-
nasium as part of Ithaca Col-
lege's Winter Weekend '69. A 
versatile group, the Hello People 
perform a repertoire ranging 
from love ballads to hard rock 
to country music. To enhance 
their vocal presentation, the Hel-
lo People combine acting and 
mime technique with and around 
each number. Using white-face 
makeup, the six-member group 
conceal their identities in an at-
tempt to defeat the usual cult 
of personality which develops 
around individuals in successful 
pop groups. 
The backgrounds- of the Hello 
People are purported to be "ex-
ceedingly unrelated" and encom-
pass a once-ordained minister. 
Their stage names are: Goodfel-
low, who play bass and sings; 
Country, who sings and plays 
guitar, bass, harp and kazoo; 
Thump Thump, the drummer; 
Wry One, who plays flute, tenor, 
alto and baritone sax; Much 
More, whose instruments are 
piano and organ; and Smoothie, 
lead singer who plays clarinet, 
alto, sax, oboe, guitar and bass. 
All song writers, the Hello Peo-
ple have recently appeared on 
Johnny Carson's "The Tonight 
Show," and "The Smothers 
Brothers Comedy Hour." 
Following the concert of the 
Hello People, Your Father's 
Moustache, who appeared at the 
College last year as part of 
Spring Weekend, will perform in 
the Pub. Tomorrow evening Del-
ta Sigma Pi will hold its annual 
Rose Ball in the Terrace Lounge 
from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. High-
lighting the ball will be the 
crowning of the Rose of Delta 
Sig. 
WINTER WEEKEND SCHEDU!LIE 
Friday, January·31, 1%9 
Price 1 5 Cents 
Graf Defie§ S1t1LI1deR11fc§ 
In Bid for Change§ 
In Sociology P1rogram. 
Says tey ou Women Will 
Only Get Married Anyway" 
by Jean Stillitano 
Students in the Sociology De- of the student requests for 
partment, like many I.C. students, change were: Jules Burgevin, 
were dissatified with their cur- Asst. Professor of Education; the 
riculum. They wanted change. In Asst. to the Dean of Arts and 
an effort to stress their opinions, Sciences, Alex Warren; Stewart 
about forty students met with the Whitney, Asst. Professor of 
departmental professors Tuesday, Sociology; and Dr. Chester Galas-
in a forum called "to discuss the ka, Asst. Professor of Social 
curriculum and student faculty Relations. They listened intently, 
relationships." Senior Este Wolk- often submitting additional re-
inson, acting as spokesman for marks to student ideas. Sociology 
the Sociology majors, asked for students, backed by Jules Burge-
"a more versatile curriculum, ad- vin, stressed the need for an in-
ditional courses, a bigger choice dependent sociology department 
in seminar topics (which is now completely separated from the 
limited to two), and especially a psychology department. Presently 
more practically oriented socio- the two departments are labeled 
logy where the emphasis is prac- Social-Relations. Many students 
tical application rather than emphasized the appointment of 
theory as it is now." two individual department chair-
Ten faculty members attended men rather than one who con-
the open discussion during which trols both the sociology and 
students continually requested psychology departments, espe-
the opportunity to have more cially since, according to several 
practical experience in their students, "the present head is 
field. The general consensus was: completely psychology oriented." 
"When a student is on the teach- Students also requested "the 
ing option, he practice teaches; establishment of a Student 
physical therapists and speech Search Committee that would 
pathologists work in clinics be- work with the administration to 
fore they graduate; psychology find additional new professors 
majors are involved in tutoring capable of teaching more specific 
programs in Ithaca; why can't courses. New course suggestions 
sociology majors practice the in cl u d e d: urban renewal, 
theories they have been taught Black culture and history. Dr. 
for four years before they grad- Graf insisted that if and when 
uate?" these courses were instituted, 
Dr. Eric Graf, presently Head students would soon loose inter-
of the Social-Relations Depart- est. His logic for "freezing" the 
ment, underwent severe criti- student requests was, "You wo-
cisms from the excited audience men will only get married any-7:30 P.l\·1. HELLO PEOPLE IN CONCERT 
Tic~ets $2.00 at the door. Ben Light 
nas1um. 
Gym- that asked for change. His way.'' 
answer to their requests was, "I No formal decision resulted 
think I have to put a damper on from the meeting but Sociology 
your enthusiasm." According to students seem to think that "air-
Dr. Graf, the college cannot take ing their grievances _ before the 
the responsibility of placing a proper channels was definitely a 
sociology major "in the field be- step in the right direction." The 
fore graduation." He added that I two hour long meeting held in 
in dealing with people one needs the Union Rec. Room, ended 
10:00 P.M. YOUR FATHER'S MOUSTACHE 
Pub. Tickets $1.50 per person. Doors will not 
open until 9:00 P.l\1. Straw hats on sale at 
$1.00 per hat. 
Saturday, February I, 1969 _ 
9:00 P.M. DELTA SIGMA PI ROSE BALL. Terrace 
Dining Hall. Tickets $3.00 per couple. 
HAVE A GOOD WEEKEND! 
"Curfews 3 :00 a.m. Fridy and Saturday nights.'' 
1PasteD'0u11clk. Tc 
Study on Utaly 
u·nder Grant 
by Sandy Mulford 
Dr. Robert Pasternack, Profes-
sor of Chemistry at Ithaca Col-
lege, was recently awarded a 
faculty fellowship from the Na-
tional Science Foundation. This 
award allows him to study at the 
Institute of Chemical Biology of 
the University of Rome in the 
next academic year. The award 
was based on academic record, 
research productivity, letters of 
recommendation and plans for 
future study. The purpose of this 
fellowship is to give teachers an 
increased opportunity for re-
search and to increase their com-
petence as teachers. 
Dr. Pasternack received his 
B.A. and Ph.D. from Cornell and 
did post-doctoral work at the 
University of Illinois. He came 
tions. 
Photo by Jon Ostrov 
Dr. Robert Pasternack 
In a recent interview with Dr. 
, to I.C. in 1963. His present re-
p: search interest is in the kinetics 
Pasternack, he was asked what 
type of atmosphere I.C. provided 
for his research. "There is a 
kind of pressure here that is a 
healthy, internal pressure to be 
creative. Each man is permitted 
to do his own thing and one can 
lead a life where there is con-
siderable balance between re-
search and teaching." 
....,..,,, 
=..,.;:~."~ of fast action in solution and 
the Production Designer, explains his plans especially of biochemical pro-
an electrician, and Dianna Price, the master cesses. In Italy, he hopes to apply 
carpenter. the techniques he presently uses 
in his research on enzyme reac-
some certification to guarantee abruptly with the announcement, 
his ability. In answer to this, stu- "The Union is now closed." 
dents pointed out the interview "Hopefully," said one student 
requirements of Methodology after several groups had agreed 
that "send students to individual to continue the forum downtown, 
houses in the area and many "this will be the beginning of a 
times at personal risks." new enthusiasm and reform with-
Among those present in favor in the department.'' 
Buildings Sold 
For $348,000 
by Jean Stillitano 
Three Ithaca College-owned 
buildings located on Buffalo 
Street downtown were sold at 
$348,000 to Tompkins County in 
"an attempt to resolve their of-
fice-space crisis." Mr. Paul Farin-
ella, Vice President of Business 
and Finance at I.C., noted, "We 
received authorization to sell the 
b,uildings in May, 1968, when the 
Board of Trustees officially ap-
proved the matter." The present 
museum, little theatre. annex, 
and former Radio-T.V. buildings 
could not be sold until the new 
P.A. building on campus was com-
pleted. In September, the Radio-
TV and Drama students moved 
onto campus while the museum 
and dance studio remained in use 
downtown despite bargaining. A 
letter to the occupants, dated 
January 28, stated that the sale 
was still unsettled and they 
would not be expected to vacate 
the buildings nnlil June 15. 
Apparently an Ithaca Journal 
reporter "scooped the story" dur-
ing Monday's Board of Super-
visors meeting. During that 
time, the county's sixteen super-
visors representing the seven 
wards of the city of Ithaca of-
ficially passed the sale resolu-
tion. Farmclla stated however 
that "a formal legal purchase of-
fer" had not yet been completed. 
"Both the approval from the 
Board of Supen·isors,'' he said, 
"and the legal document were 
necessary before we could of-
ficially announce the sale." 
Three I.C. administrators, in-
cluding President Howard Dil-
lingham, I.C.'s Buildings and 
Grounds Chairman. Michael Han-
na, and Farinella negotiated with 
Michael Leary, County Buildings 
and Courts Chairman, and the 
Community Chairman of Finance 
Harris B. Dates, over the pur~ 
chase of the Buffalo Street prop-
erties. The county, being already 
Continued on page 3 
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- r Bla~lk. Sitllludlents 1Blas1t part of their education as some-thing which goes on outside the 
classroom and in turn affects 
that which goes on within the 
classroom. It is this situation in 
particular that they find unchal-
lenging; with little possibility of 
Basic Course In 
Computer Programs 
Planned with Cornell 
Modern Morality and 
North Viet Nam 
Open EUB Film Series 
in the context of how we live and 
die. It is a tale of the assault on 
our sensibilities caused by th• 
first World War, the second 
World War and the people who 
will allow a third WQrld War. 
The juxtaposition, the point and\, 
counterpoint, the contrasts be.": 
tween concepts made up of 
images from the film clips and 
the cocktail party represents our 
world ... and our future. 
A short course designed to by Ralph Shortell 
by Ronnie White acquaint students with some The Spring Semester Film 
(Ronnie White, a freshman ma-
joring in sociology, has con-
ducted an informal dialogue with 
12 black students to discuss their 
reactions to Ithaca College in 
view of the recent racial distur-
bances at major universities. 
These are the views garnered 
from that dialogue.) 
"How could we have a demon-
stration at Ithaca College? We 
couldn't get more than 2% of 
the school population to parici-
pate." 
This was the collective reac-
tion of twelve black students re-
flecting on their position at 
Ithaca College in light of the 
recent disturbances at Brandeis 
and San Francisco Universities. 
The hour-long interview was cen-
tered around criticisms and dis-
appointments with Ithaca College 
as well as a response to what 
seems to be an overhaul of ad-
ITHACA 
Printing 
SERVICE 
"Right on time Since 1909" 
207 S. Tioga St. 
272-7200 
Your Plumber or 
Heating Dealer 
For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
Kitchen Aid 
HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
804 W. Seneca St. 
272 - 3550 Ithaca, N.Y. 
A !Oecosion 
Challenging career in social 
work helping people solve 
their problems. Openings 
to work with families and 
children. Liberal arts gradu-
ates preferred. 
Six month on-the-job train-
ing. Opportunity for gradu-
ate school stipends. 
See the Placement Office 
for on-campus interview 
with Mrs. Borden, February 
7, 1969, Baltimore City De-
partment of Social Services. 
ministrative policy at major uni- changing. They see the lack of 
awareness and the lack of desire versities across the country. The 
students made clear their feeling to be aware inherent within the 
that the violent outbursts served educational framework of the 
as a means to further the cause school of liberal arts at Ithaca 
of the Black Student (primarily College. In sum, they are bored. 
initiation of black studies The discussion then turned to 
courses) but also to bring focus matters of a technical nature. 
to the problem of student con- They are adamantly opposed to 
trol over university functions in the present curfew system. Their 
general. Interestingly enough, it social backgrounds ~ppea~s to 
appeared that the orientation of cater to a very l~te mght hfe, a 
these remarks focused on student _privilege they clam~ to have had 
rights on the whole, as opposed since they ~~re fifteen. More-
to Black Student's rights alone. over, the op1m~n was expressed 
The discussion turned to an 
evaluation of Ithaca College. In 
brief, they see Ithaca College as 
the classic "ivory tower," built 
with the suburban middle class 
in mind. A punt of sorts neither 
intended nor discerned to be 
humorous, but rather disappoint-
ing. Undoubtedly a place for a 
pleasant four years of fun and 
games all of which has been paid 
for, validated and taken for 
granted. They went on to say that 
the college lacks the element of 
conflict and controversy, the es-
sence of which would generate 
and mobilize serious social action. 
But the school is flooded with 
apathy; the students are content 
nevertheless. This if anything 
helps to maintain the oblivious 
attitude of students. The stu-
dents interviewed see a large 
ft. 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
0 
HICKEY'S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca 272 - 8262 
PARTNERS NEEDED 
IN 
RETAIL CLOTHING STORE 
that a student m college should 
be capable of handling his free-
dom as well as managing his 
schoolwork; otherwise, he should 
not be in college. The students 
went on to relate the inefficiency 
of financial aid, scholarship and 
work-study programs. Incidents 
were cited in which serious diffi-
culties were encountered in ob-
taining funds promised and job 
opportunities. Discussion con-
tinued with complaints about the 
lack of Black Studies courses 
and the number of Black Stu-
dents in the school. The inter-
viewees also expressed disap-
pointments with teaching meth-
ods, describing them as ritualistic 
rather than c·onceptual. 
In conclusion they reached the 
consensus that Ithaca College is 
more of a business enterprise 
than an educational institution. 
They see the physical attributes 
of the college as overdone and 
designed to appeal to a market 
not really concerned with a 
serious liberal arts education. In 
essence the school is metaphori-
cally a book with a very shiny 
cover. They are appalled at the 
idea of two swimming pools and 
an underpaid faculty as well as 
an inadequate library. 
Many of the criticisms seem 
valid; others I would hold open 
for question. The college is very 
young and very much in debt, 
and from this point of view per-
haps there are some sound ex-
planations for the way the col-
lege is at present. But then again, 
the students have a rjght to be 
disappointed as I am sure many 
basic concepts in computer pro- Series of the Egbert Union Board 
gramming will begin on Thur~-- will begin on Thursday evening, 
day, February 6 at 4:00 p.m. m February 6, in the Union Recrea-
S-111. tion Room. "The Series kicks-off 
Instruction will.be given in the with "Good Times, Wonderful 
Cornell University Programming Times" by Lionel Rogosin ("Come 
Language (CUPL) and students Back Africa" and "On the 
will be encouraged to write pro- Bowery") and "Eye Witness 
grams. and have them processed North Viet Nam" by James 
on Cornell's Computer. Partici- Cameron. "Good Times, Wonder-
pants will also learn how to ful Times" is a powerfully con-
operate the IBM 2741 typewriter ceived documentary-type look at 
terminal, located on the third modern morality. How many 
floor of the library. times have you been at a cock-
The typewriter terminal is con- tail party listening to pseudo-
nected to the computer at Cor- intellectual gab reflecting a 
nell via a telephone line. Pro- know-it-all lack of involvement 
grams can be entered· into the in issues of the day? Rogosin 
system through the keyboard and sets up such a party in England. 
executed, and the results are He uses non-actors and lets them 
then printed out at the terminal. expound without a script in 
The terminal is open to anyone cinema verite style. Then comes 
who has an adequate knowledge the shocker. The 'director cuts to 
of computer programming. The actual film clips on the points 
course mentioned above is in- being bandied. This crosscutting 
tended to give students the back- between the party and films 
ground necessary to make use of culled from footage throughout 
this facility in courses or for' in- the world has a devastating ef-
dependent projects. feet. The prime target is war. The 
Questions may be directed to film dares to attack a most 
Mr. Baskerville of the Math- vulnerable point - apathy. The 
ernatics Department. 
MONDAY NITE 
Plank Steak Specialties 
THURSDAY NITE 
Authentic Greek Specialties 
The College Spa 
216 E • ..State St. 
film is an event of our times set 
PATTERSON'S 
~ 
WASHING AND 
GREASING 
Cor. Buffalo and Aurora 
"Eye Witness North Viet Nam' 
is a film about people - the 
people of North Viet Nam. 
history would have it, they are 
beautiful looking people, and 
James Cameron trains his camera 
mostly on the women and chi]. 
dren of the country. It is 1, 
strange thing to see the enem1 
as part of the human family. 
Cameron's approach is not M 
ter - or even critical. It is 1 
most bumble film. Yet, through 
mastery of understatement, he i]. 
luminates the tragedy of th.ii 
war as he dwells on the land i~ 
self - the women, the children, 
the flute-players, and even the 
animals in the fields. They ar~ 
in the last analysis, the victirul 
THE DERBY 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE· 
• 
Come with your 
dates and dance 
to a smooth band 
every Saturday night 
<.) 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
Elmira Rd. 272 - 9715 
----_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-__ J_ ,------------------------
Tompkins 
Photography 
Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 
134 E. State St. 
272-3000 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L. G. BALFOUR CO. 
. Ithaca College Class Rings 
Ray Robinson - Rothschild's Dept. Store 
First Floor 
SPORTSWEAR-FAVORS MUGS-TROPHIES 
Phone 272-5959 
Junior & Sophomore 
other students are. Most im- -----------------------------------------MALE OR FEMALE 
Call Bill Sweet 
273-9866 -:-- X3754 
portant still, these disappoint-
ments and criticisms must be diS-
cussed and presented honestly, 
which is what I have attempted 
to do. 
lFUSA FILM SERIES 
Sunday, February 2 
"FORBIDDEN-GAMES" 
"TIME OF THE LOCUST" 
8:00 P.M. - Egbert Union Rec Room 
Admission $.75 - FUSA members $1.00 non-members 
OP/EN BOWLING 
~EW 
ITHACA 
BOWL 
ELMIRA ROAD 
<> 
24 LANES 
20 BILLIARD TABLES 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
SNACK BAR 
Let's Form A 
College League I 
CALL 272 - 1922 
Lou Barnard - Gen. Mgr. 
11 a.m. - 1_ a.m. 
DELICIOUS 
FOOD AT 
THE RIGHT 
PRICES 
Evening Supper 
Menu 
8 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
2 
0 
2 
D 
R 
y 
D 
E 
N 
R 
D. 
en& little more exciting! 
':1 j 
~1 
.. 
-~ 
''ZERO IN" 
on our 
"INTER-SESSION" 
SINGLE-MINGLE 
Jan. 17 to Feb. 9 • 23 Nites! 
Your choice of any two. con-
secutive days or longei::, dur-
ing this 24 Day Blast in the 
POCONOS:_ just 2 hrs. from 
N.Y.C. or Phila.!! 
o Cockail Parties • Fireplace 
sessions • .Snowman b!Jilding 
contests c, Toboggan1:11g • 
Sledding • Ice • Skat~ng • 
Dancing and Entertainment 
nitelv • Indoor Pool & Sauna 
Bath. o Snowmobiles • Ski 
Area & Lift • Ski School • 
Ski Rentals • Bud~et to lux-
urious accommodations. 
Rates from $16.50 daily per 
pers. dbl. occup. • Reduced 
rates to 3-4 persons in a room 
and groups of 20 or more per-
sons. 
FERNWOOD 
Bushkill, Pa. 18324 
OPEN ALL YEAR 
N.Y. Direct Wire: 
(212)732.0314 
Phila. Direct Wire: 
(215)925.0863 
N.Y. Office: 
(212)338-0202 
Donohue - Halverson 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
• 
. Estimates Cheerfully Given 
() 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273 ·3393 
Continued from page 1 
pressed for office space, was also 
influenced by the "proximity to 
the courthouse, prime value of 
the downtown land and the fact 
that the property is already tax-
exempt." 
In pure speculation, Farinella 
said that the Radio-T.V. building 
would probably be revamped for 
offices while the theatre and 
museum would be demolished. 
"What we hope will happen is 
that the museum can maintain 
its present collection until we 
find or build new space for it on 
campus. The Art Department that 
is presently holding classes down-
town, will also be gradually 
moved onto this campus." The 
final problem is Cornea's dance 
studio in the theatre where 
classes are still being held. How-
ever, the P.A. dance class is ready 
for use except "for a slight beat-
ing problem, and the need of 
dance bars." 
Said Farinella, about the sale, 
"I'd like to see -all the students 
on campus, as well as all the 
classes. We need to get out of the 
bus business." 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE 272 - 2111 
H & H liquor & Wines 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Your Closest Liquor 
Store to Campus 
CORNER CA YUGA 
& GREEN STo 
KITTY-CORNER FROM 
WOOLWORTH DEPT. STORE 
THE DINING CENTER 
OF ITHACA 
-·~ FAMOUS FOR • . • ~~ 
:.:f. BEEF IN ALL ITS 
11~============G=LO=R=Y:::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ 
BOXCAR 
. . 
SPECIAL ENTERT AI_NMENT 
WEEK 
!FEB. 3 - 6 
Exciting Ski Movies 
from Europe - East Coast - West Coasll' 
Shown in Color all Week 
!FOLK GU IT ARI ST 
Susan- Romm 
Singing and Entertaining 
on Wednesday Evening 
NO ADMISSION OR COVER CHARGE 
273 - 1312 
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CLC Bypasses Student Congress 1_ CAMPUS REC RU ITI NG February 4, 1%9 
February S, 1969 
February 6, 1969 
February 6, 1969 
February 6, 1969 
February 6, 1969 
February 7, 1969 
February 7, 1969 
Lincoln Rochester Trust Company 
Liberty Mutual Insurance C. The Campus Life Committee 
reports oi;i liquor and intervisita-
tion policies by-passed Student 
Congressional approval as report-
ed by Student Body President, 
Danny Karson on Monday, Janu-
ary 27. Instead, the format for 
these proposals was presented to 
Congress for a "Yes or No" vote. 
One of the reasons for this action 
was the belief that since the 
Committee members were elected 
by the entire student body, pro-
posals of this group need not be 
re-approved by representatives of 
the student body. Also, submis-
sion to the Student Congress 
would require submission to the 
All College Faculty where ap-
proval is in question. This 
might lead to required revision 
which would not be possible due 
to the fact that February 17 is 
the date for submission to the 
Board of Trustees. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Co. 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Upjohn Company 
New Haven Public Schools 
Telephone Company (Rochester) 
Northeastern University School of 
Law · 
tee had passed a Student Con-
gress motion concerning send-
ing grades to parents. President 
Dillingham will review this pro-
position before it is accepted. 
The Educational Policy Commit-
tee will now consider descrip-
tions and rationale of cour~es 
and departments. The executive 
board vetoed the proposed Judi-
cial Code on the grounds that not 
enough was known about the 
Drug Committee, which would be l. 
the trying body in a drug case on 2· 
campus. It will be clarified and 
9. February 7. 1969 Cny of Baltimore-Department of 
Social \Velfarc 
proposed at a future meeting. 3 · 
Gragu.ate School Tests 
Graduate Record Examination 
Admission Test for Graduate 
Study in Business 
Law School Admission Test 
Medical College Admission Test 
Dental Aptitude Test 
Deadline 
4 February 
E.i.am. Date 
22 February 
29 l\Iarch 12 April 
22 :\larch 12 April 
mission to the Board of Trustees. 
The Inter-Fraternity Council 4· 
announced dates for Rushing. It 5 · 
also stressed the importance of 6-
student support for college 7. 
"Week-ends." To help continue 
the existence of "Week-ends," l. 
the Egbert Union Board and 
Delta Sigma Pi Fraternity urge 2-
you to buy your Winter Week-
end ticket now! 
Podiatry Admission Test 
Actuarial Examinations 
Summer Employment 
16 Apnl 3 May 
7 Apnl 25 April 
1 March 15 l\1arch 
( See Sen-ices for Career Plans) 
Camp Woodcliff- Kingston, New York 
(Athletics, Music, Dance, Drama) 
Camp Lakecrest - Stanford ville, New York 
(Athletics, Music, Dance, Drama) 
In other Student Congress 
b•,sinPss. an PXtE>nded copy e,f 
the school calendar including 
dates of major week-ends, plays 
and C. P. Snow Lectures was 
distributed. Dan reported that 
the Educational Policy Commit-
l\urora Jnn 
~
Since 11133 
Awora-on-C.yuaa Lake 
Home of 
Wells College 
IIOOMS • l'OOD e LOUNGII!: 
Sunday 11-10. 12:30-3:30. 5:30-8 
Weekdays s-10. i2-2. G-8 
315-364-9301 
Owned b7,Wells Collese 
The newly formed Budget 
Committee announced that it bad 
met to examine the proposed Stu-
dent Activity Budget. There is a 
committee meeting with the 
Treasurer this Friday. 
ITHACA FLOOR 
COVERING 
0 Lee's Carpets 
E> Floor Covering 
O Paints 
Factory Trained Installation 
FREE PARKING 
272-5696 
407 Taughannock Blvd. 
!BLOW YOURSELF UP1 
·yo POSTER SIZE 
~ ~ ow:, ~~~ tr:::: t:: =~~ ~~~t 
papa or magazine photo, 
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A $25.00 Value for 2x3 Ft- s3.so 
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Orlghu1I returned undamaged. 
PHOTO JIGSAW PUZZLEi tt.x I½ n. $3,5o 
Get your i,wn Penonaliud Photo Jigsaw Puz:zle. Send any black and white or 
color photo, Mailed In 40 easy to assemble pieces. Great sift or sag for anyone. 
Add 60c f~ ~taec: and handling for EACH item ordered. Add local S.les y.x. Send dlcclr. cull or M,O, (No c.o.D.} to1 
:PHOTO :POSTER, Inc., 210 E. 23d St., Dept. 62.8, N.Y. 10010 
16 OZ.s OIF 
!BEER for a DOME 
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~~\\\\~, 
EMMICK MOTOR CO. 
Montour Falls 
The area1s most interesting dealership. 
factory authorized dealer for twelve 
makes of new cars1 including such 
names as Porsche1 Jaguar1 Volvo, BMW, 
Peugeot, MG, Austin Healey, Renault, 
Sunbeam, Checker1 Plymo11rih, and oth-
ers. 
Always more than 100 models on sll'ock. 
Service on most imported cars. 
SALES OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 9 
Service By Appointment Only 
PHONE 568-3071 
Dean Taylor stated that after 
examining the policy of dorm 
guests the cost would remain at 
$3. per night, with $2 going to 
the school and $1 to the dorm. 
Women's Governing Board ex-
pressed their approval of 21 
year olds having key privileges 
regardless of academic standing. 
The issue will now go to the 
Deans' Staff. 
A resolution was passed to es-
tablish a committee to investi-
gate the parking problem. Pre-
sented by the Towers represen-
tatives, this committee would be 
primarily interested in J-lot. 
A motion was also presented 
to give Student Congress a copy 
of the Budget. Because of the 
complexity of the Budget it was 
amended to have the financial 
sub-committee of the Student 
Life Committee examine it, to 
perhaps give students a better 
idea of the use of their money. 
The 1esolntion was pafccd and 
th!! n:Peting was adjourped. 
tC. Composers 
To Hold Concert 
Music by student composers at 
Ithaca College will be presented 
in a free public concert at Walter 
Ford Hall at 8: 15 p.m. Friday, 
Feb. 7. 
The composers represented 
are studying with Karel Husa of 
the School of Music faculty. 
The program includes a work 
for two flutes by Laura Beha, 
"The Inner Mind"; "'Ethereals' 
for Nine Musicians," Stephen 
Jones' piece for percussion and 
two flutes; "Memories from 
Childhood," David Bugli's com-
position for a quartet of clari-
nets; and Martha George's piano 
work, "A Suite for Children." 
Also to be heard is Christopher 
Langton's setting for soprano and 
piano of a poem by F. D. Reeve, 
"To a Child Drowned Near West 
Harbor," as well as compositions 
by James Piekart, Matthew Lazar, 
Charles Hack, David Berger and 
Charles Kinder. 
IP.ANTS SIHIOP 
-
·-
325 Eddy Street 
ITALIAN KNIT PULLOVERS 
Reg. $10.95 Reg. $6.95 
Now $7.00 Now $3.75 
French Cuff Shirts - 2 for 1 
WINTER SALE ON PANTS 
Turtle Neck Shirts with French Cuffs 
Now $7.00 
~-call A~ Glasses ~ ~ and Contact 
lenses Fitted 
CO-OP SHOPPING 
CENTER ITHACA 
272-0994 
HOURS: 
9-5:30 Daily - 9-1 Sat. 
ALLIES MARKET 
SYNTHIA ALLES, Prop. 
114 N. Cayuga St. 
273-3140 Ithaca, N.Y. 
For the Only Complete 
Grocery & Meat Market in 
Downtown Ithaca 
If you wont to soy it with LOVIE 
you will find it at the 
109 N. Tioga Street 
Downtown Ithaca 
--------------Offer good 'til Feb. 7 - One per Order 
Good only when redeemed at store. 
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Who Marks The Markers? Tom Capraro ~~~~~=~··:a.F.:~:::,...~--==~..::::sw-.::..,.~ Revises Structure~~ That Was The i 
Of Orientation ~ wwe~k_ That.Was~ At one time in vour academic career a certain grade from ; certain profesor struck 
you as being unjustified. Exactly what was 
your reaction? Did you smile gleefully upon 
the sight of a npc "F" on the "old report 
card?" Did you accept willingly, as a product 
of "divine wisdom," tha1= C or D from your 
major or favorite course? Or did your temper 
outmaneuver you? Did you complain and 
complain and complain? 
rather than a blanket "C" for cumulative 
index, of course. Perhaps a complete abolish-
ment of the grading system is necessary 1=0 
mend the problem. A transformation to a 
total pass-fail system would not only free 
the individual from the harrasment of marks 
but also give him 1=hc freedom to dwell on 
education as a whole not as a A,B,C,C · sys-
tem. 
by Kathy Barzler )· L..:_~-~-~-~=-----~~!!=-=-~c~~:--::-~~~-- __ J! 
r,.,,fl'::.;...._,_~__...._..,.~.......,..~~---~;,,,..,~~----~----...; ~----~~ 
1Vlorc than likely you ranted, raved, and 
complained even more. You told your friends, 
maybe even that professor and then resorted 
to complaining again. Unfortunately, a1= the 
present time, complaining is the only answer 
you have for the "unjustified mark problem." 
It is too bad that a good student wi1=h a well 
thought and valid argument has no one on the 
J.C. campus with the power to review and 
rectifv the final marks. 
\Ve are also faced with the "academic feed-
back mark" more commonly known as the 
"Give me back the words I said or what I 
want 1f you intend to pass 1=his course" sys-
tem. In such a case, the student who has 
come to I.C. "to seek a better way of life" 
fmds himself suddenly stifled and close-mind-
ed, in other words, an academic puppet. In 
some cases the puppet strings ar·e so tightly 
controlled 1=hat students are penalized for 
original movements. Finally, there are stu-
dents who either have been called home for 
emergency, or who have been admitted to 
the infirmary just at a scheduled test time. 
Bo1=h events according to some professors are 
not good enough excuses to cut a test, and 
often the make-up test is harder, or the stu-
dent's final mark is more strictly judged. The 
answer is certainly, 1=0 complain. 
Tom Capraro, Chairman of the 
Orientation Committee for 1969, 
is organizing an orientation pro-
gram that promises to excel those 
of previous years. Aware of some 
weaknesses of past committees, 
Tom plans to strengthen these 
areas and add new measures as 
well. 
The Steering Committee, 
chaired by Tom, consists of five 
members representing the vari-
ous schools of the college. The 
committee members are: Robin 
Handler, Speech Pathology; Rob-
bie Williams, Drama; Linda 
Young, Physical Education; Jim 
F'ocht, International Relations; 
and Bill Lawton, Music. To have 
a committee of diversified stu-
dents is essential, for the com-
mittee works closely with per-
spective students from all 
schools. Each of the committee 
members will hear sub-commit-
tees in charge of publicity, ac-
tivities, and other phases of 
orientation. Last year, the Steer-
ing Committee lacked delegated 
responsibilities. Through this 
committee, reforms and additions 
to the orientation program will 
be made. 
ITHACA - In an at~empt to resolve an office space crisis 
Tompkins County Board of Supervisors has purchased thrc; 
It~aca College buildings located on the eastern fringes of De. 
Witt Park and near the Courthouse for $348,000. The buildingi 
in elude: ( 1) the former television-radio school, library and 
classroom annex, (2) the museum and (3) the down-town 
thea!er. The county is to take title and occupancy on June J61 
DAMASC(!S - Fifte~n Iraqis convicted of spying for Isra,i, 
were hanged m the mam squares of Baghdad and Basra. Nine 
were Jews. Over 200,000 people took to the streets shouting 
"Death to all traitors" as soon as the executions were ·an. 
nounced. Premier Levi Eshkol of Israel appealed for intcrna. 
tional help to "rescue the remnants of the Jewish Communities 
in Arab countries." · 
\Vr"; are in the midst of an all-campus aca-
demic revolution which advocates curriculum 
and environmental changes for the LC. stu-
dent. \Vhde we arc on the subject of change, 
whv not see just what can be done for the 
student who deserves a good grade but is 
forced into a situation where he must be 
satisfied ~vith it, unless he would like to 
complain, of course. 
The very bold student can proceed to 
the Head of the Department, if he dares the 
risk, or to another departmenpl professor. 
.Ho,vevcr most professors dislike grappling 
over their colleagues' marking system. An-
other alternative is to approach the Dean of 
Students with your case, and, if it is valid 
enough, i1= may be possible to obtain the 
help of certain professors to review your 
work. I\hny times however, the problem mark 
is shifted back to the jurisdiction of the orig-
inal professor. So you complain again. In 
any case, the situation remains the same, or 
very poorly mended. 
Then there is the problem of "blanke1= 
grades" when professors for some reason in-
sist on giving one mark to the entire class. 
In such a case, we advocate a "P" for Pass, 
\Ve are not stating at this point that every 
student who has a problem with a certain 
mark is justified. We are saying however tha1= 
he has no way out of the situation and is 
forced into a corner because of such incidents. 
Frankly, a $3000 a year corner can be very 
tight. 
It certainly should be possible at this time 
of reform to establish a permanent academic 
review board or at least a dynamic and in-
terested full-time "Dean of Marks" to whom 
the student can justify his complaints. It is 
a shame that an "educational experience" 
mus! be hampered by worries about marks, 
but under the present circumstances this is 
a exactly what college ha come to mean, 
and there is nothing we can do about it ex-
cept to complain. 
~--Guest Editorial1--------------------------. 
THE GORDIAN KNOT BY RICK FULLER 
It's like the Gordian Knot that Alexander 
the Great so defrly untied with his sword. 
The only trouble is, we don't have that sword 
and thus the tangled mess of campus politics, 
our Gordian Knot, must be unraveled one 
snarl at a time. Two weeks ago \Vest Tower 
made a start and was met ,vith a rebuff. 
The kr{ot was l\I.G.B., a judicial body, and 
its entanglement ,vith the legislative branch 
of campus government. It was felt that 
M.G.B., serving as a judicial cour!, had no 
legal right to irs Student Congress or Execu-
tive Committee votes. In very few cases that 
I know of have any courts had the privilege 
of passing measures which might in the future 
come under their jurisdiction. An obvious case 
of overlapping powers is present. 'CT1is situa-
tion holds true not only for 1\1.G.B. but 
W.C.B. as well. 
In this light, the constitutional amendment 
mentioned above is thus sound and correct. 
Do the appella!e courts of the states have 
votes on the legislatures? Does the executive 
of a state have as a voting advisor a state 
judge? The answer for both is no. M.G.B. 
recognized this and voiced little objec1=ion to 
the passage of the bill. They even went fur-
ther, when last semester, in conjunction with 
\V.G.B., direct governing authority over their 
rcspcqive student bodies was formally with-
drawn. · 
The \Vest Tower bill, however, was de-
feated, and the knot remains tangled. It is 
inconsistent with the progressive policy of the 
student body of Ithaca Colle'gc tha! this has 
occurred. Measures are being taken to rein-
troduce the amendment in Congress, this time 
on a broader scale, with more solid and wide-
spread support, in the sincere hope tha~ Stu-
dent Congress and representatives of the stu-
dent body will vote to rectify the obvious 
problem of overlapping powers. 
As in the past, orientation be-
gins August 30, when freshmen 
and orientation counselors arrive. 
The usual dances will be held, 
but the stress will be academic, 
not social. Faculty and ad-
ministrative offices are sched-
uled to remain open for fresh-
men during orientation, to en-
able them to consult. their respec-
tive Deans and advisors. The 
Committee plans to work close-
ly with the Dean's staff. The 
Committee will require that all 
freshmen attend the President's 
Address, as usual. All other 
speeches have been largely de-
leted. 
One of the main objectives of 
the Orientation Committee will 
be to find responsible and inter-
ested counselors, willing to sac-
rifice their time and energy to 
help incoming freshmen. Tom 
Capraro emphasized this, as he 
stated, "I hope that all counse-
lors who return in the fall realize 
their duties and objectives and 
fulfill them conscientiously." 
The success of the Orientation 
Committee depends largely upon 
competent counselors. Applica-
tions are · now available in the 
Union, and those interested are 
urged to take part in this very 
worthwhile program. 
U.P.I. 
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Editor: 
I must commend the Publicity 
Committee of S.D.S. at I.C. Their 
descriptions of the organization 
were very similar to . mine. I re-
fer to the first paragraph which 
said that of all the sicknesses 
going around the campus, S.D.S. 
is one of them. I feel that their 
candid honesty could not go un-
heralded. At the risk of seeming 
ignorant, I must ask an elabora-
tion on the sentence which "sug. 
gests" that the reader JOm 
S.D.S., ... or else! Or else what? 
Will we miss one of the great 
sicknesses of our time? 's.D.S. 
says they are the only ones who 
can cause change. Is this better 
or worse? I quote S.D.S. National 
Secretary Greg Calvert; "We're 
actively organizing sedition." Of 
the three national leaders chosen 
last June, only one failed to pro-
claim himself a Communist. Many 
leaders have visited Communist 
counties for conferences with 
representatives from such areas 
as N. Vietnam, Cuba, Peking, 
and Moscow. Judge for your-
selves; look at Columbia Uni-
versity, Berkley, Princeton, Uni-
versity of Texas, and San Fran-
cisco State, to name a few. Here 
are the facts. They speak for 
themselves. 
Lawrence Mottley 
Editor: 
The story of Apollo-8 has al-
ready dropped out of the news . 
An awestruck nation has turned 
its interest to less epochal events. 
Whatever else this fantastic 
flight may have been, it was a 
product of that social and eco-
omic organization so often held 
in contempt: Apollo-8 was the 
work of "the Establishment." 
That elementary truth needs to 
be rubbed in. It has lately be-
come fashionable to ridicule the 
established order and the ancient 
values of our society. Over the 
past couple of· years especially, 
the country has been· subjected 
lo a constant assault from the 
young New Leftists and their 
LO~ ANGELES -:: Homeowners with shovels and broollil 
and city crewmen with bulldozers have begun fighting bad 
against mud and debris throughout flood-ravaged Southern 
Ca!ifornia. Nine days of torrential rain left over 90 dead and a;, 
es1=1m_ate1 damage of o".er $60. million in California's worst 
floodmg m 32 years. President Nixon declared the state a disas-
ter area, making it eligible for Federal aid. 
WASHINGTON_-A revised proposal to abolish the draf1 
and ~pur the estabhshn:i,ent ?f an all-volunteer professional armi 
~va.s mtroduct:d by a b1part1san group of nine senators. The bi[ 
1s a new version of a plan advanced by Sen. Mark 0. Hatfield 
R.-Ore., in the past two years. 
MOSCOW - A youth described by the Foreign Ministry 2 
ment~lly deranged fired several pistol shots at a motorcad 
honormg the four newest space heroes and carrying two Sovie 
leaders. A chauffeur and a motorcycle driver were wounded. 
WASHI1:'lGT<;)N -Alaska Gov. Walter J. Hickel won di 
la:y~d. confir~ation ~rom the Senate after extensive senatori; 
cr!t1c1sm of _h1_s ap~omtment as Secretary of the Interior in ~t 
Nixon Adm1111strat1on. The senators also approved the appoin 
ment of California indus~ria~ist David R. Packard as Dcpur 
Sccr~rary of Defense, reJectmg a protest about his financi 
holdmgs. · 
HAZELHURST, Mi~s. - A devastating tornado sliced a path 
of death _and dcs_truction across Central Mississippi, claiming 
over 30 hves as 1t moved across three counties. 
CORONADO, Calif.- Mmdr. Lloyd M. Bucher testifying 
at a nav;i.l court of inquiry into the seizure of the U.S.S. Pueblo 
said he confessed to spying only after the North Koreans threat· 
ened \o shoot his crew oi:ie by one starting with the youngest. 
The Navy told the captam of the U.S.S. Pueblo that he is sus-
pected of violating military law when North Koreans seized th1 
mtelligence _ship. The Na_vy also warned that anything he sa}' 
about certam aspects of its capture could be held against him 
Bucher. testified that ~e requested a destruct system t~rn 0 
t~ree nmcs and that It was rejected because of "money ani 
time." · 
40,000 FEE! UP - The tenth and eleventh planes of th 
n1onth were h1~acked to Cuba while on their way to l\liami 
1 hey were National and Eastern airlines' planes en route fron 
1:,os Angeles and Atlanta respecrively. U.S. airlines have cstab 
hshed a good credit link with Cuban Premier Fidel Castro 5 
that passengers on ~l_ane~ hijacked to Havana can be proper!, 
accommodated. A h1Jackmg to Cuba costs an airline betwcc 
$2,500 and $3,500 in landing fees, fuel weather reports and foo 
and lodging for passengers·. ' ' 
MADRID - Gen. Francisco Franco decreed a three mont 
state ?~ emergency !°.r all of Spain to cope with rising violen; 
and d!s1dence of poht1cal ?pponents, Basque separatists and st1 
d_ent msurgents. The chief of stat~ suspended five key ci~ 
rights. Police can now_: ( 1) h?ld p_nsoners indefinitely witho1 
w~rrant,_ ( 2) hold pn~oners mdefmitely without charge, ( 3 
exile residents from their home provinces ( 4) stifle free specc 
and ( 5) prevent public assembly. ' 
SAIGON-Up until last weekend Americans died in batt 
at the ra1=e of about_ 32 a ?<l-Y in the 250 days since prelimina 
p_eace talks opened m Pans last May. The total American de; 
smce the peace talks began May 13 now numbers 8,040. 
LOS ANGELES - Prosecution and defense reached aon 
~ent on eight men and four women to try Sirhan Bisha 
S1~han on a charge of murdering Sen. Robert F. Kennedy. T 
tnal, expected to last t_hree months, won't begin until next we1 
PRAG1:JE - F~llowmg the death of Jan Palach, the studc 
who sc_~ himself a!1re to protest the Soviet occupation of Czech., 
slovakia, the police ~ave clashed wi1=h young workers and stli 
ents. All public meetmgs held without official permission h) 
been banned and police have warned they would take-resol 
steps against violators. 
NEW Y~RK-:-- Holt, Rinehart & Wins!on, Inc. has acqui 
the p_ubhshmg r!ghts to fo~mer President Johnson's ·still-t 
be-written men:ioirs for a pnce that could reach $1.5 milli , 
All reve'?ucs will go to the Lyndon B. Johnson Public Affa~ 
Fou':)dat10!1. Mr . .Johnson has written_ a 8,500 word appraisi 
of his foreign policy for t_he _February issue of Reader's Diges1 
~EW ORLEANS - District Attorney Jim Garrison has sJ 
poenaed ~ov. John Connally, D.-:Texas, and his wife to appei 
at the tnal _of Clay Shaw who 1s charged with conspiring t 
murder Pre_s1dent John_ F. Kennedy. Gov. Connally was wounl 
ed at 1=he time of ~resident Kennedy's assassination. 
BU;RB,'.'.NK, Cahf. -A plan advanced by the Walt Disn( 
or~amzat10!1 to develop for year round recreational use d 
Mm~ral Kmg Valley of the Sequoia National Forest in Cal 
forma has ?e_en approved by the United States Forest Servio 
'.fhe $30 m11l1on plan is now being challenged by conserva~iol 
IStS. ' 
WASHINGTON - In the next few weeks Sen. Edward i 
Kcn!1cdy,. D.-Ma~s., plans to introduce legislation proposii 
tax mcentives to mdl_-lstry to provide nousing and employmei 
to the poor, reforms m the draft, and expansion of health ca 
for the needy . 
middle-aged advisors; all of them 
camplaining piteously of indus-
trial and military oppression. 
Listening to these lamenta-
tions, you might imagine that 
American industry exists mel"I 
to exploit the caprices of an 
fluent society. In the popu 
view, giant universities, like 
Continued on page 8 
SLOTTEO'S 
SHOE REPAIR 
506 W. State St. 
272-4949 
R~.e~ 
Poiiuied.ecu,urp:;,.e~ 
by Linda Garrett 
Some 100 people from the Ith-
aca area gathered at one of I.C.'s 
lecture halls Monday night, Jan-
uary 20, to attend one of a series 
of meetings involving Cayuga 
Lake. Company plans of the New 
York State Electric and Gas 
than 0.1 % Iiguid radioactive re-
lease, and that the accumulation 
of radioactive nuclides in the 
lake arc overstated. Long term 
concentration, Bell says, would 
be less than 1/ 100%. 
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JPhysicail Therapists Form 
APT A Ch.apte1r on Campus 
by Joyce Babushkin 
chapter of the APTA, students 
will be acquainted early with 
their profession. 
The Bell plant intends to co-
op.erate with the Fish and Wild-
life Service which requests plant 
cooperation with state and fed-
eral agencies in the area of flex-
ibility allowances, so that both 
Corporation for the nuclear pre- and post-operative exam-
powered Bell Station to be lo-
cated on the lake have led to inations of Lake Cayuga are met, 
Ithaca College will have a 
campus chapter of the American 
Physical Therapy Association by 
the beginning of February. This 
association is a professional or-
ganization determined to keep 
physical therapy students well 
informed about their profession. 
The APTA offers its members 
information on new clinical pro-
cedures, job opportunities, and 
research in their field. 
According to Art Safalow, who 
is organizing the campus chap-
ter, the major goals of the APTA 
are to stimulate more profession-
alism among students and to in-
crease education in the field of 
physical therapy. The organiza-
tion will sponsor lectures, sym-
posiums, films and literature on 
physical therapy and related 
fields. Meetings with the central 
district ofice will be held once a 
month. The local chapter will 
also conduct tours of rehabilita-
tion homes and hospitals for in-
terested students in the near fu-
ture. The organization hopes to 
make the bonds closer between 
students and the physical therapy 
faculty. 
BOB&RAE'S 
The Compleie Photographer 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
VALENTINE PORTRAIT SPECIAL 
1-1 h:14 oil colored 
Handsomely fram.ed 
2-;--5x7 Black & White 
$12.95 
Also special prices 
on living color 
call today 
fo~your 
appointment 
the formation of a group con-
cerned with the effects of the 
release of low level radio-
active liquid on the lake. Mr. 
Robert Tuttle, Vice President 
and Chief Engineer of the Elec-
tric and Gas Corporation, was 
present to discuss the handling 
of radioactive wastes from a nu-
clear plant and its effects on 
the lake. 
In the Bell system, water used 
in reactors to make fuel would be 
continually passed through fil-
ters and demineralizers, and 
would return purified to the re-
actors. This reactor water would 
be 10,000 times purer than Cay-
uga. water. Any radioactive im-
purities gathered in the filters 
would be disposed of in offsite 
resin burial grounds, not in the 
lake as occurs in old design sys-
tems. Lake water, then, would 
be used only to cool the steam 
from the reactor system which is 
used to create turbine and gen-
erator power. Yet, water used to 
wash down machinery and pos-
sible leaks from seals in ma-
chinery may contain radioactive 
products. However, Bell claims 
that this would amount to less 
40c WORTH OF 
FBEE BEEB 
(That's Half a Quart for A Dime) 
With ·Eve_ry LP or Tape Purchase 
' --~~~~\~ 
\~~\\'\\~\ 
Thanks you for your support, so have 
a night on him at the Warehouse! 
Offer Good Indefinitely 
and so that any alterations for 
fish and wildlife protection can 
be made. 
Mr. Tuttle concluded his re-
marks by discussing construction 
and maintenance costs of the 
proposed plant and by answering 
questions posed by the audience. 
Many physical therapy students 
have expressed their discontent 
over the fact that during their 
freshman and sophomore years, 
they have no contact with their 
profession. By joining the local 
Chapel Plans Stalemate 
Due To Disagreements 
And Lack of Finances 
All interested physical therapy 
students are invited to work on 
the organizational committee. Ap-
plications for membership can 
be obtained from Art Safalow, 
277-0063. by Sherry Klapper 
Plans for the construction of 
a religious center on campus be-
gan in 1964 when the three chap-
lains requested its setup. As of 
now, plans are at a standstill due 
to the lack of agreement on the 
type of building and the lack of 
financial support. Some of those 
people willing to donate funds 
prefer a conventional chapel 
rather than the contemporary 
style preferred by Thomas Camp-
field who is responsible for de-
signing most of the I.e. campus. 
The area designated for the cen-
ter is near the pond which would 
be enlarged. 
A look at the blueprints of the 
center shows it will include a 
worship area, seminar room, 
choir room, social lounge, and 
kitchen. A coffee house is plan-
ned that may be entered sep-
arately. It would be a long and 
narrow room with a small stage, 
no windows and rough walls. 
A free room in tbe religious 
center would be loaned on a 
scheduled basis to those people 
who wish to come for meetings 
and counseling. A room to seat 
about 350 and a meditation 
chapel which will hold about 50 
are also planned. A free ringing 
bell tower will stand in the cen-
ter of the lake and be con-
structed in the English style. 
This would be for acoustic 
purposes as well as beauty since 
the w~ter of the lake would act 
as a reflector. Another architec-
tural suggestion is the building 
of an outside pulpit opposite the 
indoor one making commence-
ment outdoors possible. In keep-
ing with the Jewish tradition, 
the center will have no steeple. 
Reverend Clarkson expressed 
the need for a religious center 
on campus for the total life of 
the student. He feels that the 
campus lacks a place to get away 
for quiet meditation. A regular 
place of worship for the three 
faiths is needed. Presently, 
special areas must often be set 
up and taken down for worship 
and meetings. Weddings for stu-
dents could also be held in the 
center. 
The Reverend emphasized the 
point that plans are presently at 
a standstill but that a sincere 
interest on the part of the stu-
dents could revive consid~ration 
on the project. 
Gulf Oil Awards 
Grant to Chemistry 
The Department of Chemistry 
at Ithaca College received a 
$2,000 departmental assistance 
grant from Gulf Oil Corporation 
on Monday. 
The award was presented to 
President Howard Dillingham by 
Gulf District Sales Manager J. J. 
Fisher, Syracuse. 
Ithaca College is one of 100 ac-
credited institutions selected by 
Gulf to receive departmental as-
sistance grants. The awards, 
totaling $200,000, are one part of 
the company's Aid to Education 
Program. 
Under this program approxi-
mately $2,300,000 will be dis-
tributed this year to students and 
institutions of higher education 
for scholarships, fellowships, em-
ployee gift matching, capital, and 
other education purposes. 
The 1969 shoe is really a boot ••• a Dingo by Acme. 
The world's largi::st bootmaker combines luxurious 
leathers with the Dingo modified square toe ... 
touched off by an up-to-the-latest buckle design. 
Get with the 196!1 shoe ... get with Dingo. 
$19.95 
401 Eddy St. 
272-2080 
M-Th 8-6 
Fri. 'til 9 
Colloeotcrefn 
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Vescio Explains Program 
In Intt:ernationaR Living 
D.C .. Studletr01l:s !Express Dntell'esil: 
Dll11 <Ca.oDtta.ollaD /Exchange !PllogD'a,m 
by Mary 
Mr. Patrick Vescio, a repre-
sentative from the Experiment 
in International Living, renewed 
some of the enthusiasm which 
existed on campus last Fall over 
the ·prospect of study overseas in 
a visit on January 22. The Ex-
periment is an old, well-estab-
lished international exchange 
organizat10n which has recently 
been expandmg its programs to 
include undergraduate academic 
study. 
Since 1932, the Experiment 
has sponsored small-group sum-
mer trips to as many as 38 coun-
tries. The primary emphasis of 
these programs has been on the 
individual experience or "experi-
ment," centered around a home-
stay. The purpose is to adapt one-
self to a new culture and way of 
life by participating as a mem-
ber of a family in another coun-
try. Ultimately, the Experimenter 
ieels that he has become an inte-
gral part of the family and the 
community where he has lived. A 
group generally consists· of eight 
to ten American students and a 
leader. For about one month they 
live with families in one com-
munity and participate in family 
and community activities. Then 
for two weeks the group and 
members of the host families tra-
vel toether in the host country. 
The result of travelling in an 
international group is that the 
American Experimenters often 
feel like natives and differentiate 
themselves from the American 
tourists who are out to see "14 
cities in 21 days." 
Burdick 
study. The Brattleboro campus 
lacks the politics of confronta-
tion and conflict which exist at 
the original. In its place 1s a 
genuine atmosphere of inter-
national understanding and com-
munication. 
The newest program sponsored 
by the Experiment is the Inde-
pendent Study Program, or aca-
demic semester abroad. This pro-
gram is open to any undergrad-
uate student enrolled in a U.S. 
college or university. The student 
can choose from 13 coun-
tries in which he would like to 
study. He begins at the School 
for International Training in 
Brattleboro with an intensive 
language study program if his 
country is not English-speaking. 
Upon arrival in the host-country, 
he spends one month living with 
a family, as in the summer homc-
stay. During the academic term 
the student continues language 
training, takes an area studies 
course, and pursues an inde-
pendent study project in the 
field of his own particular inter-
est. Interest-free loans and some 
scholarships arc available for the 
Independent Study Program as 
well as the summer programs. 
In order to participate in the 
Independent Study Program, the 
student must obtain permission 
from his academic dean an as-
surance that the credits earned 
will be transferable. Mr. Vescio 
told a group of interested stu-
dents that some colleges and uni-
versities have accepted the Ex-
periment program for their stu-
dents. In order, to expedite the 
process of obtaining permission 
and guaranteeing transfer of 
credit, these schools have unila-
terally sanctioned the program 
fo-r any students who meet pre-
arrang~d qualifications. Some of 
the sch·ools who have done this, 
Purdue, for example, sponsor 
other foreign study programs of 
their own. The implication is that 
the Independent Study Program 
widens possibilities so that more 
students can include a semester 
abroad into their academic plan 
of study. 
!Big Sex !Plans 
1r op 300 Discs 
by George Pinc 
\\'!CB AM will begin playing 
the top 300 records on February 
3rd. Everyone may take part in 
this gala event by voting for 
their all time favorites which 
may include album selections: 
goldens, folk. and jazz. Through 
the tabulation of votes and tele-
phone response, WICB music 
board will 'compile the WICB 
all time top 300.' 
To top it all off the Big Six 
will sponsor an exciting top 300 
contest. By voting for your all 
time -favorite records, you will 
be entering the contest. If you 
live on campus put your name, 
address, and your favorite five 
records on an index card and 
mail it to WICB through the 
intcrcampus mail by February 
16. The 1st prize will be the 
top 300 songs and a tape record-
er to play them on. 2nd prize is 
a $25.00 savings bond. There are 
I Columbia Crisis To Be Aired Tonight on Radio 
I by Rich Newberg 
"Crisis ·At Columbia" will be 
presented on WICB FM at 6:00 
p.m. today. This dramatic and 
sometimes shocking documentary 
covers the explosion and the 
aftermath of the Columbia up-
heaval which took place last year. 
three 3rd place prizes which are 
attractive transistor radios. There 
are ten 4th prizes which arc a 
variety of record albums. The 
prizes will be awarded on the 
Bob Kur show at 11:15 on Sun-
day, February 23. 
Copies of the all lime top 300 
will be available in the union, 
all campus cafeterias, downtown 
at the First National Bank, and 
the studios of WICE Radio. So 
mail your card in today and vote 
for your favorite records, ,and be 
sure you keep listening to the 
Big Six for more information 
about the all time top 300 contest 
-you may be a winner!!! 
Karson and Bogardus Were There 
by Janice Dolnick 
Ithaca College was well repre-
sented at one of the most im-
pressive events of the year, the 
Presidential Inauguration. Stu-
dent Body President Dan Karson 
and Vice President Joe Bogardus 
obtained tickets for the occasion 
from local congressmen and ar-
rived in the very cold but excited 
city of Washington at 6 a.m. on 
Inauguration Day. After touring 
the city they watched the thrill-
ing, ceremonious installation of 
our new President. They then 
proceeded to Constitution Avenue 
to watch the Inauguration Day 
Parade. During the celebration 
each state was represented by its 
governor. and watching these dis.. 
tinguished men of state in such 
a setting proved to be a very 
fascinaUng part of the Inaugura-
tion Day celebrations. 
As a result of the continued 
success of the summer program, 
the Experiment in International 
Living has been expanding to 
incorporate new functions. In 
Brattleboro, Vermont they have 
established the School for Inter-
national Training. Several activi-
ties go on at this school. Stu-
dents, businessmen, and secre-
taries from abroad attend the 
school to learn English. Peace 
Corps volunteers receive lan-
guage training and culture orien-
tation. A handful of American 
students study languages and 
aspects of crosscultural com-
munications in preparation for 
careers in international organiza-
tions. In the summer, American 
groups participate in pre-de-
parture orientation and language 
training. A visit to the SIT cam-
pus is an enlightening experi-
ence in itself. One finds himself 
in the midst of a miniature Unit-
ed Nations, where members of 
many nationalities work and 
Mr. Vescio's visit aroused in-
terest in many of the opportuni-
ties in student cultural exchange 
which exist. This aspect of edu-
cation is becoming increasingly 
important, not only to the indi-
vidual student, but also to his 
community. Its meaning and sig-
nificance can perhaps be best 
portrayed in the phase mentioned 
by Mr. Vescio - "People learn to live together by living together." __________________________ __. 
AT THE WAREHOUSE 
with each LP or Tape purchase 
this means 
40c WORTH OF 
·'FREE BEER 
!Eve!l'yit'ime You Buy A Record! 
No; Buttons, Balloons or Books, Just 
o 12,000 Records 
o 10,000 Pre-Recorded Tapes 
o 115 Hour - 7 Day Service 
o Wholesale Prices and 
o FREE BEER Indefinitely 
Schumann and Brahms 
To Be Featured Thursday 
A concert of chamber music 
will be presented at" Walter Ford 
Hall on the Ithaca College cam-
pus at 8:15 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 6. 
The free public program will 
feature faculty members from 
the School of Music. Robert 
Schmidt, clarinetist, and Mary 
Ann Covert, pianist, will perform 
"Fantasy-Pieces, Oput 73" by 
Robert Schumann and "Sonata 
for Clarinet and Piano" by 
Johannes Brahms. Mrs. Covert 
wm play Chopin's "Quatrierne 
Ballade, Opus 52." 
"Trio for Oboe, Clarinet and 
Bassoon" by Villa-Lobos will be I 
performed · by Peter Hcdnck f' 
oboe, Schmidt and Edward Go'. 
brccht, bassoon. 
Hedrick, Schmidt and Gobrecht 
also play in the Ithaca Woodwind 
Quintet and appear frequently in 
concerts on the campus. :IIrs. 
Covert has been heard on numer-
ous occasions as recitalist, soloist 
with orchestras and accompanist. 
''Where Huflll"Y and Tlairllty 
Democrat• and Republicans 
Are Alway• Welcome'' 
Ol'IN IVIIY DAY 
AU. YIAII AIOUND 
........ Ceclilalh•W-
lli:SO ..__ ......... 
...,_.._,,.....N.Y. 
Onlr s ., ....... "-· De••-
c.i, 272-MN 
ff:· 
J 
r 
pass with flying colors 
Arrow Decton twills 
We have D,ecton Twills in gold, red and green 
check patterns, Decton Oxfords in a wide 
rang_e_ of colors, · as well as stripes, all 
trad1t1onally styled with button-down collar. 
Never need ironing. 
7.50 
STORE FOR MEN,- STREET FLOOR 
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AMES WELDING 
& SUPPLY CO. 
618 W. Buffalo St. 
Ithaca, N.Y: 
273-4911 
"Ames Aims To Please" 
LEE'S GARAGE 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, including for-
eign cars, specializing in 
Volkswagen. 
N.Y.S. Inspection 
Front End Alignme_nt 
Electrical Tune-up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
273 - 1821 Rear Entrance 
PATRONIZE 
YOUR 
ADVERTISERS 
START NOW 
For Sweetheart's Day 
KNIT A GIFT 
for 1hat special someone 
for Valentine's Day. 
THE ONE-STOP STORE 
FPR ALL YOUR 
KNITTING NEEDS. 
THE 
YARN SHOP 
204 N. Tioga 
Downtown 
MUSRC IREV~lEW 
by Jeff Engel 
College Members 
Volunteer for 
Boy Scout Work 
by Richard Fuller 
On the eve of January 27 a hundred years ago, the little 
town of Jerusalem in upstare New York experienced a great 
event. It is the hundredth anniversary of this day that makes 
us review rhe happenings occurring then. This litt_Je town had Ithaca College does not stand 
two well-known colleges. Both were constantly trymg to. o~~do isolated above the city of Ithaca. 
one another. in everything from sports to cultural act1vq:ies. It is an integral part of the com-
One day it was decided by rhe music d<!partment of the smaller munity, and as such, it serves as 
college to sponsor a concert that would surely ov~rshadow the a source of much power for civic 
competition. Selected for this momentous occasion was the activity. 
great oratorio by George Frederic Handel, "Solomon." . One person from the South 
The committee he helps to 
chair was formed to compile a 
list of people who would volun-
teer to serve as merit badge 
counsellors within the Ithaca 
scouting district. These counsel-
ors would deal with subjects 
other than those of an outdoor 
nature. The list is to serve as a 
counselor pool for all the troops 
within the district for such merit 
badges as geology, art, music, 
oceanography. 
Preparations began in earnest for the gre:it concert. Auch- Hill Campus who is involved with 
tions for the solo parts took place, and soloists were chosen. the community is Mr. Joseph 
They were John Thomas, Charles Huebner, Stephen Knowles, Berry, comtroller of the school. 
Barbara Martenis, Gail Franklin, Jean Nibbelink, and Ca~he~- At the present time he is serv-
ene Stewart ( a student from the Manhattan Schol of Music m ing as vice-chairman on a com-
New York). The college orchestra willingly volunteered for the mittee for rank advancement of 
project, realizing the extra rehearsals that ~ould be needed. scouts in the local boy scout dis-
Now the only rhing left was to choose a ~mtablc cond~ctor. 'trict. As the father of two scouts 
Na~urally, there was only one man .appro~nate fo~ t~e Job-:- and a strong supporter of the 
the _one man who ha? performed the work 111 the big city. This scouting movement, Mr. Berry 
man was Stephen Simon, an opera coach at the Manhatran volunteered his services to the 
School of Music, the pupil of the well-known. conductor Joseph district shortly after moving 
Krips. Mr. Simon was finally contracted. \V1th the. announce- here this past summer. ity. 
ment of Mr. Simon's arirval on the 12:31 expres~ fra111 for Ne~ --------------------------~--
York City, the townspeople and students reJmced at thelf soloists getting lost. However, this did no; dctr:ic~ from the_eve-
great fortune. ning. Mr. Simon'~ pe~formance of Handel s. vanat1on on _a ~mgle 
As vice-chairman of the com-
mittee, Mr. Berry has been very 
active in seeking and compiling 
the list of volunteers for over 
100 different merit badges. Just 
through casual conversation he 
has enlisted the services of five 
other people from the college 
campus. Each of them is a vol-
unteer in Ithaca community ac-
tion and another link between 
Ithaca College and the commun-
The town decided ro give Mr. Simon a grand welcomC: at note was astoundmg m beauty and emphasis on Romantic mter-
the train station. Hundreds of people surrounded the station. pretation. In his blue shirted, doubled b~easted tuxedo, M_r. 
The music school even had its concert band at the scene to _rlay Simon was hailed as a hero_ He was earned out to the tram 
a Berlioz fanfare to welcome him. Needless to say Mr. SH~on station bv the excited crowd, amid screams and choruses of 
was delighted at his reception. As he came on~o thf: sratwn p·raisc, where he was put on t_he 3 :24 ~rain back to New York. 
platform he was lifted onto Donny, the schools white mule As the train faded out m the distance, there were tears 
mascot, ~nd brought to rhc music hall for rehearsal. in the eyes of rhe townspeople, wondering when again such a 
The first and only rehearsal was a great success. The would occur. \Vho knows? It may be too soon 
di h gre'!t occasion orchestra, chorus, and soloists were able to ha~ e t e par.ts agam. 
without any difficulty. Despite a few games of tick_-tack-roc m ,----------------------------, 
the back of some of the sections, interest and excitement ran 
high. Therefore, everybody waired eag~rly for the great eve-
ning, which came soon enough. Mr. Su~on wa~ked out onto 
the stage that night in front of a capacity audience .. 
The evening was a phenomenal success. Everythmg wenr 
perfectly except for a few splattered choruses, disagreements 
of temp~ between ensemble, sol~is~s, and conducror orchestra 
members fallino- asleep and m1ssmg entrances due to the 
aesthetic beaut; of the music; and page turners for continuo 
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When It Comes to Service ... 
For your high performance and Sports Cars, see Whitey 
Bennett and Jack Paveling at Ithaca Imports. 
The one place in town that offers COMPLETE SERVICE 
AND PARTS DEPT. for all Foreign Cars or Sports Cars. 
OPEN SATURDAYS 'TIL 5 P.M. 
ITHACA IMPORTS 
1020 Tripland Terrace 273-1785 
Just off Triphammer Road 
Ill 
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Winter Carnival To Be 
Held By Ski Club 
On February I, the Sat u r -
day of Winter Weekend, the 
Ithaca College Ski Club will spon-
sor a Winter Weekend Carnival. 
If we are lucky enough to have 
a sufficient amount of snow, 
there will be races for all classes 
of skiers, skiing demonstrations, 
sleigh rides and refreshments for 
all. There will be entry blanks 
available this week in the Union 
as well as more information 
about this great Winter Weekend 
event. For more immediate in-
formation, call Andy Appel at 
3787. 
DON-Y 
LOOK 
NOW 
But you 
nnaybeabout 
to blow 
your life 
An astomshmg number of 
people make a stupid and tragic 
mistake. To put it simply, they 
jump mco careers wulzouc really 
lookmg. The resulr-a dreary life 
of frustration and anger. 
Can this happen co you? Could . 
be-unless you can answer qucs-
uons like these to your own satis-
facrion before you make your move: 
Arc you really a Chief.. .or an 
Indian? 
Do you belong in a big organi-
zation' Or a small one? Or do you 
belong by yourself? 
Can you really stand pressure? 
There arc a great many serious 
questions you must a~k-and an-
swer-about a career. But the most 
"Oil. Unless you can an-
oncstly, it make~ little 
, for example, "What"s 
c to be an invcsrmcnt 
TODAY can rel! you 
c to be.: an investment 
ore important, rhis 
c.:w magazme can help 
whether bccommg an 
you) Could :ou use 
:.it this point 1n your 
oupon below 
oupon in the 
rochure dis -
with this pa-
ter your Char-
iption to CA-
AY, at the spe-
r price of just 
ear ( 11 issues) 
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erpriceof$10. 
------, 
Ch.1rtc:r Suh,;cribcr to 
undcnc.md th.it I pay 
the rcgulJr S 10 annual 
entitles Mc to receive 
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Vescio Explains Program 
In International Living 
I.C. Students Express Interest 
In Cultural Exchange Program 
by Mary Burdick 
Mr. Patrick Vescio, a repre- study. The Brattleboro campus 
sentative from the Experiment lacks the politics of confronta-
in International Living, renewed tion and conflict which exist at 
some of the enthusiasm which the original. In its place is a 
existed on campus last Fall over genuine atmosphere of inter-
the prospect of study overseas in national understanding and com-
a visit on January 22. The Ex- munication. 
periment is an old, well-estab- The newest program sponsored 
lished international exchange by the Experiment is the Inde-
organization which has recently pendent Study Program, or aca-
been expanding its programs to demic semester abroad. This pro-
include undergraduate academic gram is open to any undergrad-
study. uate student enrolled in a U.S. 
Big Six Plans 
Top 300 Discs 
by George Pine 
WICB AM will begin playing 
the top 300 records on February 
3rd. Everyone may take part in 
this gala event by voting for 
their all time favorites which 
may include album selections; 
goldens, folk, and jazz. Through 
the tabulation of votes and tele-
phone response, WICB music 
board will 'compile the WICB 
all time top 300.'. 
To top it all off the Big Six 
will sponsor an exciting top 300 
contest. By voting for your all 
time -favorite records, you will 
be entering the contest. If you 
live on campus put your name, 
address, and your favorite five 
records on an index card and 
mail it to WICB through the 
intercampus mail by February 
16. The 1st prize will be the 
top 300 songs and- a tape record-
er to play them on. 2nd prize is 
a $25.00 savings bond. There are 
Columbia Crisis To Be 
Aire_~ Tonight on Radio 
by Rich Newbe~ 
"Crisis 'At Columbia" will be 
presented on WICB FM at 6:00 
p.m. today, This dramatic and 
sometimes shocking documentary 
covers the explosion and the 
aftermath of the Columbia up-
heaval which took place last year. 
three 3rd place prizes which are 
attractive transistor radios. There 
are ten 4th prizes which are a 
variety of record ' albums. The 
prizes will be awarded on the 
Bob Kur show at 11:15 on Sun-
day, February 23. 
Copies of the all time top 300 
will be available in the union, 
all campus cafeterias, downtown 
at the First National Ba_nk, and 
the studios of WICB Radio. So 
mail your card in today and vote 
for your favorite records,.and be 
sure you keep listening to the 
Big Six for more - information 
about the all time top 300 contest 
-you may be a winner!!! 
Since 1932, the Experiment college or university. The student 
has sponsored small-group sum- can choose from 13 coun-
mer trips to as many as 38 coun- tries in which he would like to 
tries. The primary emphasis of study. He begins at the School 
these programs has been on the for International Training in 
individual experience or "experi- Brattleboro with an intensive 
ment " centered around a home- language study program if his 
stay. 'The purpose is to adapt one- country is not English-speaking. 
self to a new culture and way of Upon arrival in the' host-country, 
life by participating as a mem- he ·spends one month living with 
ber of a family in another coun- a family, as in the summer home-
try. Ultimately, the Experimenter stay. During the academic term 
feels that he has become an inte- the student continues language 
gral part of the family and the training, takes an area studies 
community where he has lived. A course, and pursues an inde-
group generally consists· of eight pendent study project in the 
to ten American students and a field of his own particular inter-
leader. For about one month they est. Interest-free loans and some 
live with families in one com- scholarships are available for the 
munity and participate in family Independent Study Program as 
and community activities. Then well as the summer programs. 
for two weeks the group and In order to participate in the 
members of the host families tra- Independent Study Program, the 
vel toether in the host country. student must obtain permission 
The result of travelling in an from his ·· academic dean an as-
international group is that the surance that the credits earned 
American Experimenters often will be transferable. Mr. Vescio 
feel like natives and differentiate told a group 01 interested stu-
themselves from ·the American dents that some colleges and uni-
tourists who are out to see "14 versities have accepted the Ex-
cities in 21 days." periment program for their stu-
Karson and Bogardus Were There 
by Janice Dolnick 
Ithaca College was well repre-
sented at one of the most im-
pressive events of the year, the 
Presidential Inauguration. Stu-
dent Body President Dan Karson 
and Vice President Joe Bogardus 
obtained tickets for the occasion 
from local congressmen and ar-
rived in the very cold but excited 
city of Washington at 6 a.m, on 
Inauguration Day. After touripg 
As a result of the continued dents. In order, to expedite the 
success of the summer program, process of obtaining permission 
the Experiment in International and guaranteeing transfer of 
Living has been expanding to credit, these schools have unila-
incorporate new functions. In terally sanctioned the 
Brattleboro, Vermont -
established the School 
national Training. Sev 
ties go on at this s, 
dents, businessmen, ' 
taries from abroad 
school to learn Eng: 
Corps volunteers re 
guage training and cU: 
talion. A handful of 
students study lang 
.aspects ~f crosscult 
munications in prep, 
careers in internation 
tions. In the summex 
groups participate 
parture orientation aJ 
training. A visit to tl 
pus is an enlighten 
ence in itself. One fi 
in the midst of a min 
ed Nations, where i 
many nationalities 
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the city they watched the thrill-
ing, ceremoyious installation of 
our new President. They then 
proceeded to Constitution Avenue 
to watch the Inauguration Day 
Parade. During the celebration 
each state was represented by its 
governor, and watching these dis.. 
tinguished men of state in such 
a setting proved to be a very 
fascinating part of the Inaugura-
tion Day celebrations. 
-Schumann and Brahms 
To ~e Featur~~ Thursday 
A concert of chamber music will play Chopin's "Quatrieme 
will be presented at Walter Ford Ballade, Opus 52.'' 
Hall on the Ithaca College cam- "Trio for Oboe, Clarinet and 
aassoon" by Villa-Lobos will be 
pus at 8=15 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 6· performed , by Peter Hedrick 
The free public program will oboe, Schmidt and Edward Go~ 
feature faculty members from brecht, bassoon. 
the School of Music. Robert Hedrick, Schmidt and Gobrecht 
Schmidt, clarinetist, and Mary also play in the Ithaca Woodwind 
Ann Covert, pianist, will perform Quintet and appear frequently in 
"Fantasy-Pieces, Oput 73" by concerts on the campus. Mrs. 
Robert Schumann and "Sonata Covert has been heard on numer-
for Clarinet and Piano" · by ous occasions as recitalist, soloist 
Johannes Brahms. Mrs. Covert with orchestras and accompanist. 
•
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AMES WELDING 
& SUPPLY CO. 
618 W. Buffalo St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
273-4911 
"Ames Aims To .,lease" 
LEE'S GARAGE 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, including for-
eign cars, spec;ializing in 
Volkswagen. 
N.Y.S. Inspection 
Front End Alignment 
Electrical Tune-up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CA YUGA ST. 
273 - 1821 Rear Entrance 
PATRONIZE 
YOUR 
ADVERTISERS 
START Nc;>W_. 
For Sweetheart's Day 
KNIT A GIFT 
for that special someone 
for Valentine's Day. 
THE ONE,.STOP STORE 
FPR ALL YOUR 
KNITTING NEEDS. 
THE 
YARN SHOP 
204 N. Tioga 
Downtown 
MUSIC REVIEW 
by Jeff Engel 
On the eve of January 27 a hundred years ago, the little 
town of Jerusalem in upstate New York experienced a great 
event. It 1s the hundredth anniversary of this day that makes 
us review the happenings occurring then. This little town had 
two well-know;11 colleges .. Both were constantly trying to outdo 
one anot~er. m ev_erythmg from sports to cultural activities. 
One day 1t was decided by the music department of the smaller 
college _t<? sponsor a concert that would surely overshadow the 
competition. Selected for this momentous occasion was the 
great oratori<? by Gec;>rge Frederic Handel, "Solomon." 
. Preparations began m earnest for the great concert. Audi-
t10ns for the solo parts took place, and soloists were chosen. 
They were John Thomas, Charles Huebner, Stephen Knowles 
Barbara Martenis, Gail Franklin, Jean Nibbelink, and Cather~ 
ene Stewart ( a student from the Manhattan Schol of Music in 
Ne'Y York). _'J_'he college orchestra willingly volm.1teered for. the 
project, reahzmg the extra rehearsals that would be needed. 
Now the only thing left was to choose a suitable conductor. 
Naturally,_ there was only one man appropriate for the job -
the _one man who had performed the work in the big city. This 
man was Stephen Simon, an opera coach at the Manhattan 
School of Music, the pupil of the well-known conductor Jos~ph 
Krips. Mr. Simon was finally contracted. With the announce-
ment of _Mr. Simon's arirval on the 12:31 express train for New 
York City, the townspeople and students rejoiced at their 
great fortune. 
Th~ town_ decided to give Mr. Simon a grand welcome at 
the tram station. Hundreds of people surrounded the station. 
The m~sic school even had its concert band at the scene to play 
a Berho~ fanfare to_ welcom1; him. Needless to say Mr. Simon 
was delighted at his receptlon. As he came onto the station 
platform, he was lifted onto Donny, the school's white· mule 
mascot, and brought· to the music hall for rehearsal. 
The first and ·only rehearsal was a great success. The 
oi:chestra, choi:u~, and soloi~ts were able to handle the parts 
without: any d1ff1culty. Despite a few games of tick-tack-toe in 
the hack of some of the sections, interest and excitement ran 
high. Therefore, everybody waited eagerly for the great eve-
ning, which cam_e so'?n enough. Mr. Si~on walked out onto 
the stage that mght m front of a capacity audience. 
The .evening was a phenomenal success. Everything went 
perfectly, except for a few splattered choruses, disagreements 
of tempo between ensemble, soloists, and conductor orchestra 
memhe~s falling asleep and missing entrances due to the 
aesthetic beauty of the music; and page turners for continuo 
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College Members 
Volunteer for 
Boy Scout Work 
by Richard Fuller 
Ithaca College does not stand 
isolated above the cfty of Ithaca. 
It is an integral part of the com-
munity, and as such, it serves as 
a source of much power for civic 
activity. 
One person from the South 
Hill Campus who is involved with 
the c9mmunity is Mr. Joseph 
Berry, comtroller of the school. 
At the present time he is serv-
ing as vice-chairman on a com-
mittee for rank advancement of 
scouts in the local boy scout dis-
trict. As the father of two scouts 
and a strong supporter of the 
scouting movement, Mr. Berry 
volunteered his' services to the 
district shortly after moving 
here this past summer. 
The committee he helps to 
chair was formed to compile a 
list of people who would volun-
teer to serve as · merit badge 
counsellors within the Ithaca 
scouting district. These counsel-
ors would deal with subjects 
other than those of an outdoor 
nature. The list is to serve as a 
counselor pool for all the troops 
within the district for such merit 
badges as geology, art, music, 
oceanography. , 
As vice-chairman of the com-
mittee, Mr. Berry has been very 
active in seeking and compiling 
the list of volunteers for over 
100 different merit badges. Just 
through casual conversation he 
has enlisted the services of five 
other people from the college 
campus. Each of them is a vol-
unteer in Ithaca community ac-
tion ,and another link between 
Ithaca College and the commun-
ity. 
soloists getting lost. However, this did not detract from the eve-
ning. Mr. Simon's performance of Handel;s variation on a single 
note was astounding in beauty and emphasis on Romantic inter-
p~etation. In his blue shirted, doubled breasted tuxedo, Mr. 
Simon was hailed as a hero. He was carried out to the train 
station by the excited crowd, amid screams and choruses of 
praise, where he was put on the 3 :24 train back to New York. 
. As the train faded out in the distance, there were tears 
m the eyes of the townspeople, wondering when again such a 
gre~t occasion would occur. Who knows? It may be too soon 
agam. · 
When It Comes to Service ... 
For your high performance and Sports Cars, see Whitey 
Bennett and Jack Pavefing at Ithaca Imports. 
The one place in town that offers COMPLETE SERVICE 
AND PARTS DEPT. for all Foreign Cars or Sports Cars. 
OPEN SATURDAYS 'TIL 5 P.M. 
ITHACA IMPORTS 
1020 Tripland · Terrace . 273-1785 
Just off Triphammer Road 
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DANCING i:a 
' every night m 
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f Exotic Oriental Dancers ~ t 3 shows-10, 11, 12 ~ 
i . ~ f Sundays - Rock ~ Roll ... 
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EYI~ WIT-Nl~SS: 
NORTH VIET NAM 
NOl' CENSORED OR EDITED BY ANY GOVERNMENT IN THE WORLD 
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Presented by 
E. U. B. 
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SERVICENTER 
Official lnspecti~n Station 
-<> 
Complete Car Service 
Pick Up and Delivery 
<> 
PHONE 273 • 3261 
335 E. State St. 
-~,,0£1, 
The'--\fi,l'V 
Specializing In 
ITALIAN FOOD 
. Spaghetti, Ravioli, 
Lasagna 
FEATURING 
Scaloppini and 
White Wine· -
Take Route 13 
Cor. Third & Madison· 
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YourfaculW 
advisor asl<s you 
for advice? · 
Think it ovea; over c~ffee. 
The Think Drink . 
F'orrouro.rn Thin., Orin\ Mus. und 75C 1nct,ocir namt1nd lddrrnto: 
Thi"" Orin" Mu 1. Otpt. N. P.O. Bo• S59. H~YOfk. N. Y.10046. TllP lntff'llllt.oft.aJ CollreOr11n.zatlOft,.. 
HOLY.CROSS 
BOSTONl:OllEGE 
Be :3ure towatc~ this exciting game-televised live and in color.And 
while you're enioying the a_~tion, enjoy bright, rewarding Schaefer 
-the one beer to have when you're having more than one. 
LIVE & IN COLOR· 2:00 PM· WSYR-TV CH 3 
Winter Carnival To Be 
Held By Ski Club 
On February 1, the S at u r -
day of Winter weekend, the 
Ithaca College Ski Club will spon-
sor a Winter Weekend Carnival. 
If we are lucky enough to have 
a sufficient amount of snow, 
there will be races for all classes 
of skiers, skiing demonstrations, 
sleigh rides and refreshments for 
all. There will ·be entry blanks 
available this week in the Union 
as well as more information 
about this great Winter Weekend 
event. For more immediate in-
formation, call Andy Appel at 
3787. 
D0N9T 
LOOK 
NOW 
But you 
maybe about 
to blow 
your life 
An astonishing number of 
people make a stupid and tragic 
mistake. To put it simply, they 
jump into careers without really 
looking. The result-a dreary life 
of frustration and anger. 
Can this happen to you? Could . 
be-unless you can answer ques-
tions like these to your own satis-
faction before you make your move: 
Are you really a Chicf ... or an 
Indian? 
Do you belong in a big organi-
zation? Or a small one? Or do you 
belong by yourself? 
Can you really stand pressure? 
There arc a great many serious 
questions you must ask-and an-
swer-about a career. But the most 
critical are the ones you ask your-
self about you. Unless you can an-
swer them honestly, it makes little 
sense to ask, for example, "What's 
it really like to be an investment 
banker?" 
CARlcERS TODAY can tell you 
what it's like to be an investment 
banker. More important, this 
meaningful new magazine can help 
you decide whether becoming an 
investment banker is even a sen-
sible option for you in the first 
place! 
It's a magazine about careers 
that starts not with jobs, but with 
people. And it's dedicated to the 
proposition that you muse do your 
own thing ... and that if you don't, 
you run the grave risk of blowing 
your life. 
CAREERS TODAY is relevant. For 
people who are searching .. jrom 
people who have discovered how to 
do their own thmg. · 
How about you? Could you use 
a lmk truth at this point in your 
search? 
Use the coupon below 
... or the coupon in the 
colorful brochure dis-
tributed with this pa -
per ... to enter your Char-
ter Subscription to CA-
REERS TODAY, at the spe-
cial Charter price of just 
$5 for one year (11 issues) 
instead of the regular 
post-Charter price of$10. 
r----------, , __ 
I P. 0. Box 2457. Tcrmirul Annex I Los Angeles, Cahfomia 90054 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I'd like to become a Chanc:r Subscriber to 
CAREERS T0D1t.Y. I understand th:it I pay 
just S5, instead of the regular S10 annu:il 
r;ate, and that thi:s entitles me to receive 
CAREERS TODAY for one full Y= (II issues). 
J MR. MISS MRS (occi.c one) 
I ADDRESS 
I CITY 
I SI'ATE ZIP 
I COLLEGE AND YEAR 
I FIELD OF sruDY 
I oPk,,,.b,llmeSS OS'5cncl<md 
L----------' 
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The World of Wheels 
by Ron Cohn 
Under G10vanni Agnelli, Fiat has grO\vn to be the fourth 
large~t producer of automobiles in the world, and there are 
strong rumors thar 1t is about to take over third place, which is 
now occupied by Chrysler ;\Iotors. Being the largest producer 
ol automobiles outside of the U.S., this would be a major blow 
to American dominance of auto manfacturing and would surely 
injure our faultering prestige abroad. The fact is that Agnelli is 
managing Fiat in much the same way as American industry, the 
"Big Three" auto manufacturers included, manages its enter-
tprises in Europe. By merging: with Citroen, even rhough 
deGaullc restricted Agnelli's holdings to 15%, Fiat made it clear 
of its mtcnt1ons of climbing the European industrial ladder , 
(Citroen, by the way, has an interest in ;\-lascrari). It is also no Photo by Torry Arbiter 
secret that Enzo Ferrari has been dropping hints at Agnelli to Superb handling and economy 
buy out his sport-luxury concern and subsidize the Ferrari racing are the main selling points of 
exploits. \Vhat will come of this is not known at present. the 850 Spider. The car should 
Since Fiat will continue to compete with our industrial have a great appeal on col-
interests both here and abroad, I feel it worthy to comment lege campuses. 
on pvo of its most known products: the Fiat 850 Spider and 
the 124 Spider ( which will be tested at a later date). The 850 
offers quite a lot for a car in its price-range. For $2200 you are 
getting a beautifully designed body by Bertone, one of Italy's 
foremost designers, and the economy to surpass a V\V. This 
concept spells immediate success, for no other manufacturer 
in rhe world offers such a beautifully designed car in this modest 
price range, often causing it to be mistaken for one of its Italian 
counrerparts with an astronomical price tag. 
The interior of the 850 lends to the personality of its 
racy exterior. The bucket scats arc real "huggers" and, like all 
the new models, have built-in headrests. Scat travel is suitable 
for a six-foorer but the pedals are on the smallish side and a 
iittle too much to the right. The thing that impressed me most 
about the interior was its functional instrumentation housed 
in wood-inserted panels ( that's right-just like the expensive 
ones). 
The 850 cc engine provided a very modest 47 h.p. which was 
not in line with the overall personaliry of the car, it was hard 
to keep in mind that this is nor a racer but a pretty car to 
provide economical transportation, which i~ does very well. Per-
formance should be improved after the initial break-in period, 
and cannot be blamed on our test car with 16 miles on the 
odometer. The 850's four cylinders -are capable of delivering in 
excess of 6,000 r.p.m. when fully broken-in and its area of 
weakness was from 0-3,000 r.p.m. 
\Vharever the 850 lacks in acceleration specs, it compen-
sates for with superb handling. Setting up for a turn was a 
pleasure, with a little initial understeer and then neutral atti-
tude. The only rime that the 850 would overstcer was when a 
patch of dirt or gravel Jooscned the hold of the rear _wheels, and 
even then the car remained exceedingly stable. It was one of the 
only rear-engine cars I have ever dnven to exhibit such neutral 
handling. At 70 m.p.h. on an open highway with a heavy 
crosswind the 850 exhibited a high degree of directional sta-
bility for a 1600 lb. car, and felt very safe at that ipeed. The 
fully independent suspension was perfect for the car and offered 
a comfortable ride by anyone's standards, and this is not 
at the compromise of good handling. 
For what it purports to be, the Fiat 850 comes across as 
strongly a_s Fi~t Mor_ors is coming ac~oss in the European 
and American mdustnal arena. And this appeal was just as 
strongly expressed by the valuable assistance of Bill Pritchard 
of Pritchard Motors, who provided me with the car. The 124 
Spider should have more in store. · 
IHIOUR 
!FRIDAY 3:00 to 4:00 
PITCHER OF "THE KING OF BEERS" 
BUDWEISER - ONE BUCK 
At This Price - Bring a Date I 
108 N. Aurora St. 
SATURDAYS NOON 'TIL 7 
BLOODY MARY'S 1 /2 BUCK 
P.S.-Don't forget to ioiri the Mug Club 
s10-
320 
360 
SL 
GS 
DH 
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Continued from page 4 
tellectual packing plants, pro-
duce graduates as look-alike ,as 
sausages; they are said to be 
searching merely for security 
and for a split-level respecta-
bility. Nothing of value is ex-
pected to wrinkle their gray-
flannel minds. The scorn and vio-
lence that are heaped upon uni-
versities and corporations are ex-
tended to two other parts of the 
Establishment - the political 
process and the military services. 
The loudest cry of the young 
revolutionaries at Chicago in 
August was that the political 
process is no damn good. The 
universal practice of liberal in-
tellectuals is to treat "the 
generals" and "the admirals" 
with a curled-lip contempt re-
served for especially blockheaded 
fools. 
If the flight of Apollo-8 ac-
complishes nothing else, it ought 
to put these imbecile meander-
ings into clearer perspective. 
This achievement was a direct 
consequence of the political 
process; it came into being be-
cause enough of those awful peo-
ple - those professional poli-
ticians (the late President Ken-
nedy in particular) - had con-
fidence and vision. Astronauts 
Borman and Anders are officers 
in the U.S. Air Force; Astronaut 
REG 
$115.00 
145.00 
l&s.oo 
All.IL FOR -THE 
lLOW PRICE OF 0 0 O 
Lovell is a captain in the U.S. 
Navy; their entire lives have 
been spent in the discipline that 
is supposed to debase the human ' 
personality. 
Thousands of scientists and 
technicians ·_ virtually all of 
them products of American in. 
dustry and education - con. 
ceived the rocket and capoule 
and brought the project into be. 
ing. 
The next time a gang of in. 
tellectual delinquents stumbles 
across a TV screen, it may not 
be amiss to ask aloud what they 
have contributed to manl<:ind 
half as valuable as the labors of 
the "Establishment" they deride. 
Roy A. Leff 
GREEKS I 
CALL 3533 
TO REPORT 
INFORMATION FOR 
GREEK HIGHLIGHTS 
BARNETI1S 
~ 
<S~ 
STATE & CORN STS. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 272- 9881 
' 
SALE $80.00 
110.00 
130.00 
135.00 
Phone 213 .. 2462 
·FALL VIEW 
SKI SHOP 
326 E. Falls Street -
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~ . Re.cap of Varsity Sports IWAA Active Again; 
,_L-----------------8-Plans Basketball 
Hockey 
by Ed Rud'mann 
The Ithaca College Varsity 
hackcy team dropped a pair of 
games last week, the first one to 
n.r.T. by a score of 6-2, and the 
second one to the University of 
Buffalo, 10-5. 
Rod Frith, following a two 
"ame suspension, returned to ac-
Zion against Rochester and tallied 
both Ithaca goals. The Bombers 
were down 1-0 after the first 
period, but came back 1:o tie the 
score at 2-2 in the second. Frith's 
first goal came on a pass from 
Ted Willis, when I.C. was a man 
down. Following a goal by Don 
Clark of R.I.T., Frith took a pass 
from Ralph Cox and Bob Corrao 
to score on a power play. That 
was all for tc. as Rochester 
scored twice more in the period 
and added another pair of goals 
in the final period. 
Tim Cullen had 39 saves in the 
nets for Ithaca, while Mark 
Dougherty bad 27 for R.I.T. Don 
Clark's hat trick took game scor-
ing honors. 
Another good crowd was on 
hand last Saturday at -Lynah 
Rink, but bad to sit back and 
watch I.C. lose the game in the 
final period. The score was tied 
after the first period as Rod 
Frith took passes from Bob 
Aloian and Joe Maire to score 
I.C.'s first goal. The second 
per10d saw 9 goals scored and 
the Bombers fell behind 6-5, as 
Frith scored two more. 
The other goals- came off the 
sticks of Ralph Cox and Ted Wil-
lis. 
In the third period, I.C. felt the 
result of the fact that they had 
only two lines, as Buffalo scored 
four more goals to win 10-5. 
Rick Bundy scored three goals 
or Buffalo. For Ithaca, Cullen 
1ad 36 saves, while the Buffalo 
:oalie had 27. 
Wrestling 
by Bob Scandurra 
Frustration is the word that 
can summarize the feeling of the 
Ithaca College Varsity wrestling 
team, a team that potentially 
could be one of the finest the 
school bas had in recent years, 
but must wrestle every match 
with a ten point deficit. Lack of 
a 123 pounder and the failure 
of the 130 pounder to make 
weights, puts the grapplers in a 
10-0 disadvantage, and thus far 
their two losses, to Cortland 19-
16, and to Oneonta 18-16, can be 
attributed to the ten point spot-
ing. Their lone win thus far was a 
25-5 trouncing of Hartwick, as 
both teams could not come up 
with a 130 pounder. 
Against Hartwick, I.C. over-
whelmed and dominated their op-
ponents. Highlighting the match 
were pins by Tony Scaringe at 
167 and Don Menges at 177, and 
such one sided decisions at Terry 
Habecker's 10-3 verdict at 137, 
and Bob Aublc's 21-5 bumbling at 
145. Tom Hochfelder, Bill Meis-
ner, and Chuck Reynolds also 
added victories, and gave I.C. the 
distinction of winning every 
m:itch they wrestled. The five for 
Hartwick came via the forfeit at 
123. 
Gymnastics 
by Mike Hlnkelman 
The Ithaca College Varsity 
Gymnastics team returns to ac-
tion this Saturday when it plays 
host to Brockport State at Ben 
Light Gymnasium, the encounter 
getting unqcrway at 1 p.m. The 
Bomber gyinnasts have yet to 
taste the sweets of victory as 
evidenced by their 0-4 record. 
The current edition of I.C. gym-
nasts are dominated by a prepon-
derance of freshmen, and thus 
the factor of inexperience must 
be considered when weighing the 
team's record. However, Coach 
Gordon Eggleston feels that his 
freshman-dominated team can 
put forth the effort which is 
needed to defeat Brockport. Says 
Eggleston, "We are improving 
every week and are at the level 
of competence I prescribed be-
fore the season began." Thus, 
with continuing improvement it 
may well be that the Bomber 
gymnasts arc about to crack the 
ice and get into the victory 
column ·against Brockport State. 
Swimmins, 
by John Marshall 
Due largely to lack of healthy 
personnel, the LC. swim team 
dropped its last meet to a bal-
anced Hobart team 63-39. With 
distance freestyler Dennis Fitch 
out with a pinched nerve and 
Dave Roberts at less than full 
strength, Ithaca started out at 
a definite disadvantage. The 
Bombers were unable to submit 
official entries in the 400 medley 
relay and the 200 fly, thus spot-
ting Hobart 15 points. Hobart 
also held the upper hand in the 
1000 and 500 yard distance 
events, taking first and second 
in each. 
Ithaca, however, was not to 
give up without a fight as 
Brewse Ely and John Basos 
dominated the freestyle sprint 
events. Basos, a sophomore, re-
corded the Bomber's initial first 
place in the 50 free with Ely 
taking second, a split second be-
hind. Ely then followed Basos' 
example by copping a first in 
the 100 free, with Basos third. 
Both swimmers then jained Tom 
McNamara and Dave Roberts to 
take first in the 400 freestyle 
relay, which missed by six tenths 
of a second setting a new varsity 
record. Bob Butler also had a 
good day, taking first in the one 
meter diving and second in tl:Jc 
200 yard breaststroke. 
Ithaca is anxious to up its 
record tomorrow afternoon as 
it takes on the team from Lock 
Haven in a 3 p.m. home meet. 
The LC. team will be at full 
strength tomorrow for the first 
time since it downed Harpur in 
December and will be eager to 
prove that they are a better team 
than their 2-3 record would seem 
to indicate. 
CHANTICLEER. 
I.C. returns to action tomorrow 
1fternoon at 4:00 at Lynah Rink, 
vhen they entertain Brockport 
itate in a revenge game. I.C. lost 
o B~ockport, 3-1, earlier this 
,ear in a disputed contest. The 
lombers are now 4-7. Get out to-
norrow and support the team! 
It was versus Oneonta State 
that the ten point deficit really 
hurt. Trailing 10-0 going into the 
137 lb. match, Terry Habecker 
put I.e. in the win column with 
a 9-3 decision, a win that put his 
record at 3-0. In a very contro-
versial match at 145, Larry Wen-
nogle came out on the short end 
of a 6-4 decision, and amid pro-
tests by I.C. concerning a near 
fall situation in which Wennogle 
amazingly did not receive one 
point, Oneonta went ahead 13-3. 
However we bounced back with 
Tom Hochfelder winning via for-
feit at 152, and Bill Meisner de-
cisioning at 160, as r.c. climbed 
to within a 13-11 score. In an-
other real tough match, Tony 
Scaringe drew with Don DeLuca 
6-6 at 167, making it 15-13. How-
ever, at 177 Don Menges bowed 
to Oneonta's S.U.N.Y. Champ 
Gary Lehr 8-2, making it 18-13 
Oneonta. In the Heavyweight 
match, Chuck Reynolds ran his 
record to 3-0 but could not get 
the needed pin victory as he won 
10-1. Thus, the match ended 18-
16 with the 2 forfeits and a con-
troversial decision. 
Photo by Bnrb Goldberg 
Woman gymnast Diane Ingra· 
ham displays form and bal-
ance. 
John Polo's Freshman team 
also had a 1-1 week, losing first 
to Delhi Tech 33-8, and then 
bouncing back with a 28-5 
trouncing of Oneonta. In the 
Delhi match Bob Simmonds at 
137 and Bill Kleinfelder at 177 
were the victors, while, against 
Oneonta, Mark Sitterley (152), 
Art Levy· (167), and Kleinfelder 
again added sound victories. 
Kleinfelder is now 3-0 with two 
pins. Jim Orloske, the Freshman 
123 pounder, wrestled an exhibi-
tion versus the Oneonta varsity 
man and beat him 8-7. Transfer 
Ed Anderson also wrestled ex-
hibition at 130, and he won 3-1. 
<> 
BEST SPAGHETII 
AND STEAKS 
<> 
2nd Floor Room 
Available for 
Your Parties 
<> 
for copies of pictures 
appearing in 
The Ithacan 
Call Barb at 
X 3540 
PATTEN'S JEWELERS 
Janet Thompson 
Paul Patten 
Antique and Estate. Jewelry 
306 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 
(607) 272-7500 
ITHACA'S LARGEST 
RECREATION CENTER 
36 LANES 
Billiards - Modern Lounge 
Private Parry Room 
IDE'S 
BOWL-BILLIARDS 
Judd Falls Road 
STATE AND CAYUGA 
272-9678 
SKO 
INTERMONT 
on 
COUPLES NIGHTS 
Your DATE is on the House 
Monday thru Friday 
From 6:30 «1:.3 lftft 
to 10:30 p.m. ..P aV\W 
Double Chair 
New Bunny Slope 
Snow Making 
Cocktail Lounge 
Less than one hour from 
Binghamton-Ithaca 
Syracuse 
Rte. 81 - Exit 80 
Sportsday at 10 C0 
by Chris Flatley 
WAA is as active as usual this Jan Robinson, Lynne Tyler, 
semester. Basketball, skiing, gym-\ Wendy Weisleder and Ginny 
nasties, and badminton have In- Willetts. The manager is Sara 
tramural activities planned. Jane Werner and the team is 
Basketball meets on Wcdnes- coached by Miss Lewis. Bowling 
day nights from 7-9. For excite- under managers Evelyn Wright 
mcnt, fun and exercise, get in- and Terry Godlewski and Coach 
volvcd. It runs from January 22 Miss Harriger have a busy season 
to February 19. Get a team to- ahead of them. The members 
gether: dorms, friends or sorori- arc: Michele Block, Evelyn 
tics, come out and enjoy! Any Wright, Terry Godlewski, Marcia 
questions? Contact Terry at Wooley, Jackie Lewis, Karen 
x3462. Skiing runs from January Zuckerman, Suzie Wayne, Elaine 
21 to February 18. Beginners and Wire, Nina Freedman, MaryLou 
advanced, come and practice, per- Carmada. Apprenticeships: Sue 
feet and learn. Equipment and in- Weiss, Dec Riley, Nancy Zader, 
struction is provided. See or Jeanne Yost. Miss Marranca is 
speak to Chris Holden (3978) or once again working hard with the 
come down to the Gym on Tues- Gymnastics team along with the 
days at 3:15. Gymnastics Intra- members of the team and man-
murals meets on Thursday eve- ager Chris Lavier. Pat Crowley, 
nings from 7-9, January 23-May Anne Filley, Cathy Gorruso, Cas-
1. This is a good opportunity for sic Hutchins, Dianne Ingraham, 
many of you who like to work out Karen Kirk, Nancy Robinson, 
once in a while. It's good for Linda Stanley, and Marcia Woods. 
learning and perfecting skills. Apprenticeships: Gail Crouse, 
Badminton Intramurals will be Chris Galvin, Debbie Love, Betty 
starting soon and will run from Da Silia . . . these arc the mem-
March 26 to April 16. It meets hers of the Gymnastics team. 
on Wednesdays from 3-5. Look Volleyball, under Miss Hicks and 
for signs if you are interested. manager Dee Michel has also be-
A Basketball and Bowling gun its season. The members of 
Sportsday will be held here on the team are: Jo Anderson, Barb 
February 8. Mohawk Community, Ames, Puff Cramer, Flame Gold-
Keuka, Cornell and Ithaca will band, Debby Hartman, Andi 
be attending. This is a good op- Richardson, Patsy May, and Mary 
portunity to compete with other Ann Salamandsa. The members 
schools on an intramural type of the team were announced last 
level. It's a casual atmosphere semester. However, I neglected to 
and generally a fun day. mention one very important part 
The Club team members for of the pool squad. Sandy Gagne 
this season have been chosen. is also on the team and is sure 
The Basketball team members to show her usual excellence in 
are: Penny Curtis, Barb Hay, the pool this year. 
Debbie Houston, Joy Malchodi, The schedule of meets and 
Maureen McCarthy, Kathy Min- games will be announced next is-
ich, Pat Packett, Sue Paragone, sue. 
!BUSY IBIEE rLlUNCfHI 
Snacks, Home Cooked Meals - Fine Eating at Low Prices 
Specializing in Chili and Texas Hots 
JUST RIGHT FOR STUDENT BUDGETS 
433 N. Cayuga Street 
Werte $1.95 - - - u\!lcw $6.0i» 
This, l?lus our Ski Sale, Says Shop a!!' 
Mufflers - Tune-ups - Tires 
· Road Service 
(10 miles east of Cortland) ;. 
EVERYTHING THAT'S FUN 
420 IEDDY STREET 
PHONE 273-3030 
DTHACA, N. Y. 
FREE PICKUP AND oalVERY 
VISA Cards Honored 
540 W. State (Car. Meadow) 
SCAMPERS '69 
presents 
"EARTHSHINE" 
AN ORIGINAL MUSICAL 
By Goldstaub 
A Reflection of What We Are 
FEB. 5 • 8 - 8:15 P.M. 
272-4948 
TICKETS ON SALE AT THE THEATER BOX OFFICE 
Information 27 4-3324 $1.50 
$1.45' MEDIUM SIZE PIZZA 
FOR 98( 
with ~is coupc:n 
Plzzalnn 
112 N. AURORA ST. 273-8744. 
E:i::plros February 2, 1069 
I 
SPORT§ 
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II <C IHI([])opsfteir§ ReboUJLnd; 7I'llllrn Back 
HQrrrftwick; Millerr'} Albamu[J) Sttarr IFrosh 
R.ound-Up by Den Berman 
Led by Richie Miller, Athlete-' Lakers to town this Tuesday for 
.-f-the-\Vcck, awl GI'<''.~ Al!lano, I an 8:15 affair in Ben Light Gym. 
co-captain, the Ithaca Colle;:!e Ithaca holds a 23-10 lead in the 
varsity basketball team rebound- series, but Oswego is playing cx-
ed from an 11-point deficit to rip cellent ball this season ... Ithaca 
Hartwick, 76-68, Saturday at had to hust!P to pull out a 62-60 
home. win last yea, This year's Oswego-
About 2,000 fans witnessed a Ithaca game Tuesday should be 
dazzling array of fall-away pa- a dandy ... Russ Marron, former 
tented Miller jumpers and steals I.C. hoopster, is working in the 
on defense. The Ithaca native admissions office. "I enjoy 
calmed his career high of 26 working with people, and I even 
points. see a ball player come through 
Albano, meanwhile, every- once in a while," said the recent 
body's Unsung Hero, hauled winter graduate . . . Talking 
down 18 rebounds and also eon- about intramural basketball, 
tributed 26 markers. He was 10 Coach Hurst grinned recently, 
for 15 from the field, a .667 per- "You know, I've supplied a lot of 
centage. talent for that league!" And he 
The Bombers (7-5), in rare has. . . . you're an old-timer, 
form, stormed back from trail- like us, if you can remember the 
ing 43-37 at the half. playing days of Wayne Lyke, 
Miller was the sparkplug as Dave Barton, Jim Harris, Fran 
the Ithacans chipped away at the Durkin, Larry Buckley, George 
short-lived Hartwick advantage. Valcscnte, and Frank Fazio. The 
The visiting Warriors led 50-46 latter pair arc employed at Cor-
with 14:48 to play. 
nell now, and appear frequently 
at I.C. basketball home games. 
By the way, only 5 varsity basket-
ball home games remain on this 
year's slate . . . sec you at the 
game Tuesday! 
by Phil Chardis 
Ithaca's first-year teams had a 
busy week and came out of it 
with improved records in all 
sports. The only hockey game 
that the frosh had scheduled was 
canceled, but the wrestling and 
basketball teams saw plenty of 
BOX SCORE: 
Ithaca (76) 
Albano 
Miller 
Kowalski 
Dirk 
Rowley 
Shields 
Burr 
D. Chakas 
TOTALS 
Hartwick (68) 
Arnold 
Cramer 
Hoffer 
Recd 
Kenney 
Cullen 
Wright 
TOTALS 
FG 
10 
11 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
31 
FG 
9 
5 
4 
5 
1 
1 
0 
25 
F 
6-11 
4-7 
1-3 
2-4 
1-3 
0-0 
0-1 
0-0 
14-29 
F 
3-4 
8-10 
0-0 
1-3 
2-3 
4-6 
0-0 
18-26 
Pts. 
26 
26 
7 
6 action. 
5 Coach John Polo's young 
5 wrestlers finally broke into the 
2 winning column, after losing 
2 their first three meets, by scor-
76 ing a strong 28-5 victory over 
Pts. Oneonta. Things did not fare as 
21 well as Delhi Tech where Ithaca 
18 suffered a 33-8 loss. The only 
8 Ithaca points were scored by Bob 
11 Simmonds, in the 133 l_b. class, 
4 by a 5-3 decision, and, in the 177 
6 lb. weight class, a pin by I.C.'s 
0 Bill Kleinfelder from Phila-
Then the I.C. machine rolled 
into high gear and reeled off 11 
consecutive points for an insur-
mount::!ble 57-50 edge. Here's how 
it happcr..ed: (1) Kowalski sunk 
a hook underneath, (2) Free 
throw by Albano, (3) Miller on a 
W AA Schedules Voting 
1For 1969 - 70 Officers 
68 dclphia, Pa. Kleinfelder had pre-
viously been the only scorer on 
the team by winning a 6-2 deci-
sion in a 34-3 I.C. loss to Cort-
land. The team was hurt by the 
loss of ll'Iichacl Kelly due to in-
jury, but now that they have the 
The Womens Athletic Associa-
fast break from Steve Burr, (4) tion has announced the slate of 
two more buckets by Albano on candidates for its 1969-70 offi-
offensive rebounds and (5) Mil-
ler with a jumper right of the cers. The voting will be Monday, 
lane. The crowd went wild. Hart- February 3 and Tuesday, Febru-
wick coach Roy Chipman called ary 4 in the Physical Education 
time out, and time was truly out Building. All women are eligible 
for his squad. to vote in these elections. 
Miller started the contest at Nominees for President in-
forward, but later switched to elude Fran Evans, a Junior 
guard. "I just like to play,'' sa:d Physical Education major and 
the personable senior. 'But Elaine Goldband a Sophomore 
frankly, I prefer to play guard, Physical Education major. Fran 
because I can move more often." has been active in W AA, a Floor 
Senior Dale Dirk played much Representative, Swimming Man-
of the game at guard, and looked ager and Publicity Director. In 
very impressive, especially on a High School, she was the Presi-
beautiful feed to Kowalski for a dent of the Girls' Athletic As-
' bucket with 4:55 to play. 
I.e. coach Hugh Hurst changed 
bis defense from a 2-3 zone to 
man-to-man late in the game to 
stop any penetrating drives by 
the losers. 
Hartwick benched two old-
time starters, Steve Wright and 
Pete Arnold. The latter, how-
ever, came into action in the first 
half and was hot. Arnold finished 
with 21. 
Vice-President of the Service 
Club. Lexa is presently the Sec-
retary for W AA and has been 
active in the Club level of compe-
tition at Ithaca College. During 
high school, Lexa, was President 
of both her Senior Class and Stu-
dent Council~ and Secretary and 
Vice-President of Leaders' Club. 
Nominees for Secretary arc Pat 
Crowley, Linda Gatewood and 
Cindy Smith. All are Freshman 
Physical Education Majors. Pat is 
presently on the Gymnastics 
Team and has had experience in 
high school in being a member 
of Girls Leaders Club. Linda 
has participated in hockey , and 
volleyball while at Ithaca and 
"winning way" about them, we 
look forward to a good season. 
A red-hot freshman basketball 
team ran its winning streak to 
five games and now has won 
eight out of its last nine games. 
A hot-shooting Paul Yeronesi 
sparked the young Bombers to 
victories over LeMoyne and Hart-
wick to raise the team's record 
to 8 wins against only 2 defeats. 
Veronesi scored 64 poi~ts in two 
two games to bring his team-
leading scoring average up to 19.2 
points per game. Mike Williams 
is second with a 15.9 average, and 
leads the team in the rebound 
department, pulling down 17 
points a game. 
In the game against LeMoyne, 
Veronesi ripped the cords for 32 
points and Dave Dibler followed 
with 17 to lead I.e. to a 93-69 loP-
sided win.- Saturday night against 
Hartwick, the Bombers went over 
the 90-point mark for the second 
game in a row, as Veronesi 
matched his Tuesday output with 
32 markers again. Williams 
poured in 20, and also cleared 
the boards for 18 rebounds dur-
ing the 95-90 victory. 
SPORTS 
---- Sporrls Mike----------
THIE !ROSE OIF THIE lBULILIETS 
by Mike Hinkelman 
The National Basketball Association franchise in Balti . 
more has always been one of colossal disappointment and fail-
ure. The Bullets have never enjoyed a winning season since 
their entrance into the league in 194-7, and last year was no 
exception. The fans weren't coming out, 'the owners ,ycre bick-
ering about all sorts of things, the team was showing itself to 
be a consistent loser, and the feeling around Bal~imore was 
such that the franchise could dissolve, and the fans wouldn't 
even miss the team, that is, everybody except for Earl Monroe. 
Monroe won rookie-of-the-year honors las! season, and 
was the only bright spot for the Bullets in an otherwise dismal 
season. Last year, the Bullets were characterized to a great 
extenr by a lack of organization and cohesiveness on the court, 
and depended too much on Monroe. As a result, 1\1:onroe came 
to be recognized as nothing more than a "chucker," or a trig 
ger-happy shooter, though a good one. But Monroe wasn't 
happy with the environment in Bal~imore, an opinion frequent-
ly expressed by many a professional athlete in Baltimore. The 
professional athletes say that Baltimore just doesn't swmg, 
tha! there is virtually no night life in the Maryland city, and 
l\lonroe was quick to agree. But that was last season. 
This year, the Bullets have molded themselves into a solid, 
tenacious unit, and Monroe. is now challenging as king of the 
backcourt in !he NBA. Monroe has become so much improved 
over last season, that he has acquired the genuine, nevenhe. 
less accurate, nicknames of The Pearl, The Doctor, and ?\Ir. 
Magic-all because ·of his fancy dribbling and daring passin£ 
skills. His scoring average is down to 25 points per game, still 
good enough to rank fifth in the league, bu~ Monroe is passing 
off more this season and thus finds himself in the Top Ter 
in the league in assists. Monroe, however, hasn't been the 0111) 
one weaving the magic spell in Baltimore. 
Last year, the Bullers had no rugged man to match elbo11i 
with the Bill Russels, ~he Wilt Chamberlains, and the Nate 
Thurmonds. That was before big Westley Unscld set foot or 
the scene. The 6-8, 240-pound rookie ( first-round draf! choicc 
of Baltimore) from Louisville has enabled Baltimore to tun 
the tide. Unscld has finally provided the Bullets with the caibc:1 
of play that is impera!ive to winning in the violent, body-crash-
ing, elbow-swinging world of rebounding in the NBA. The ke) 
to winning in professional basketball is the ability to stop th1 
second and third shots by the opposition, and wi~h the prcscnc1 
of Unseld, the Bullets have been able to do just that. Unselc 
was recently selected to the NBA's Eas!ern Division All-Sta 
team as the backup center for Bil Russell, and is current!~ 
averaging over 18 rebounds per game. The importance of Unsel1 
cannot be overlooked, for it is the center in professional baskc~ 
ball who keys the fast break, by first getting the rebound, an1 
secondly by firing out to the guards. 
Undoubtedly, it has been Monroe and Unseld who hav, 
sparked rhe resurgence of the Bullets, but the remainder of th, 
team cannot be simply overlooked. For it has been consisten 
tram that have enabled the Bullets to maintain their positio1 
atop rhe highly-competitive Eastern Division of the NBA. Ert 
while guard Kevin Loughery is not the headline-maker tha 
Monroe is, but he does a steady job in the Baltimore backcomt 
and averages no less than 21 points per game. Forwards Ra: 
Scott and Gus (Honeycomb) Johnson are both vereran NB, 
performers, fine shooters, great leapers, and exceptionally stroll, 
off the boards. Jack Marin, the former Duke star, has give 
Baltimore the needed spark off the bench. Marin has broke 
open many a close-scoring game with his fine shooting toud 
and has reminded Baltimore fans of one John Havlicek. 
I.C. was 31 for 61 from the 
floor; Hartwick was 25 for 61. 
Ithaca outrebounded the · War-
riors, 41-30. 
BERMAN BABBLES John 
Glinski brings his tough Oswego 
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Elaine Goldband 
soc_iation. Elaine Goldband has 
also been an active part-of WAA 
as the Officials' Director and has 
held the offices of Secretary and 
President of her Girl's Athletic 
Association while still in high 
school. 
The Vice-Presidential slate in-
cludes Chris Holden and Lexa 
Larsen. Both are Sophomore 
Physical Education majors and 
have shown a working interest in 
W AA. Chris has worked as W AA 
Volleyball Intramural Manager, 
Skiing Intramural Manager as 
well as being on many club 
teams. In high school, Chris was 
Intramural Manager of GAA and 
Photo by Barb Goldberg 
Fran Evans 
was Vice-President and President 
of her high school GAA. Cindy 
has also participated in sports 
activities since she arrived at 
Ithaca College. She bas been in-
volved in hockey and basketball. 
-All of these girls have shown 
themselves to be interested in 
both participating in W AA ac-
tivities and helping in making the 
purpose of W AA worthwhile. 
They have given their time and 
efforts to our program. Support 
them with a vote; show that you 
care as much as they do. Remem-
ber, this is your organization and 
it cannot function without your 
help. 
This team has great depth and 
Coach Bob Congdon can go to 
his bench without fear of losing 
strength on the floor. Dependable 
men, who are usually unheralded, 
include Paul Patterson, Ray 
Borowicz, and Norm Szwec, to 
name just a few who can take 
over admirably for the starters. 
Patterson has been especially 
good at coming from the bench 
to sub at either forward or cen-
ter. The squad plays at Syracuse 
on Saturday, February 1, but are 
at home against Oswego on Feb-
ruary 4. Game time is at 6:15 
p.m., and we urge you to come 
out and see the team which must 
put varsity coach Hugh Hurst in 
happy spirits when he thinks of 
next year. 
There is no substitute for winning. Attendance in Baltimor 
has increased some 40%. This has been the first that the ownc1 
ship has been happy in quite some time. The Bullets could con 
ceivably take rhe whole ball of wax this season. Baltimore i 
still a dull habitat for swinging nights, but the thoughts of wi1 
ning and being in first place have made life a little easier an 
more enjoyable for The Doctor and the rest of ~he Bullets. 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
Sound Insurance for Every Need 
Carefully Written Conscientio~sly Serviced 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class of '24 
Robert L. Boothroyd - Class of '60 
Henry G. Keyser - Class of '52 
ITHACA COLLEGE VARSITY BASKETBALL '68-'69 
TWELVE GAME STATISTICS 
REB. 
Names GAMES ASTS. REB. AVG. FG. FGA. PCT. FT. FTA. 
Albano, Greg 12 12 169 14.1 98 167 .587 47 78 
Mosliszewski, Bob 10 13 58 5.8 74 162 .457 42 49 
Miller, Rich 12 23 45 3.8 66 165 .400 22 37 
Phone 272 - 81 00 
---Rowley; Mark 12 35 24 2.0 36 76 .474 20 33 
Kowalski, Ed 12 25 120 10.0 38 60 .613 13 27 
Shields, Keith 11 7 7 0.6 26 62 .419 13 16 
312 E. Seneca St. Ithaca, N. Y. 
Burr, Steve 11 8 27 2.5 19 53 358 6 13 
Dirk, Dale 12 12 14 1.2 11 31 .355 16 20 
Cahill, Rick 8 3 5 0.6 7 16 .438 6 6 
''We Welcome Your Inquiry" 
ITHACA COLLEGE 12 142 480 40.0 381 809 .471 188 286 
OPPONENTS 12 136 468 39.0 345 730 .473 197 288 
